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In Chinese noun phrase (NP) parsing, there are two commonly used approaches: the 
linguistics-based approach and the corpus-based approach. These two approaches 
have their own pros and cons. Tests on the rule sets generatedfrom the linguistics-
based approach showed that it offered high recall but low precision, whereas the 
corpus-based approach led to high precision but low recall. This research work 
proposes a hybrid approach for parsing Chinese NPs in order to capture the 
advantages of both conventional approaches. A Chinese Noun Phrase Partial 
Parser, namely CNP3, which employs the proposed hybrid approach was designed. 
This work is novel in the way general NP knowledge is elicited during training by 
extracting information from the most frequently occurred NPs - de NPs (“的”字名言司 
‘性短語).De NPs take the form of "X de NP" where "X" is the prenominal 
modifier (also called associative prenominal modifier if it is a NP) and NP is the 
nominal head. All the associative prenominal modifiers and nominal heads are 
extracted from the training de NPs and their structures are used to define the 
general NP rules for the new Chinese NP partial parser - CNP3. 
Experiments showed that the hybrid approach for general NP knowledge acquisition 
is effective. The overall recall and precision in an open test were as high as 73% 
and 90%, respectively. These values are much higher than those from the 
individual linguistics- and corpus-based counterparts. 
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This chapter elucidates the motivation of this research work which is on general 
Chinese noun phrase Q^V) partial parsing using a hybrid knowledge acquisition 
approach. The significance of NP partial parsing on various applications such as 
document indexing, information retrieval and machine translation is mentioned. It 
then briefly describes different traditional approaches in NP parsing and the new 
hybrid approach developed in this research. It also outlines how NP knowledge is 
elicited from de NPs (“的，’字名詞性短語）and how the elicited NP knowledge is 
incorporated with the hybrid approach into the knowledge base of a NP partial parser. 
The organization of the thesis is given at the end of the chapter. 
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1.2 MOTIVATION 
With rapid economic progress, East Asia has placed herself in an increasingly 
important role on the world stage. The language largely shared by countries in this 
region — Chinese — has become an important means in bridging all areas of 
development such as management, technology, culture, etc. In the era of 
information super-highway, Chinese natural language processing is expected to be in 
high demand. 
Parsing is a major stage in natural language processing fNLP) and is a necessary step 
toward natural language understanding. To understand a sentence, we must know 
its syntactic structure [10]. The goal of parsing is to analyse a piece of natural 
language text. Conventional parsers interpret whole sentences as a basic processing 
unit, and transform the unit into a parse tree which reflects the syntactic relationship 
between the words. 
In practice, parsing of complete sentences is very difficult. It involves intensive 
syntactic, semantic and contextual analyses, which require comprehensive linguistic 
knowledge and robust computational algorithm. Owing to this complication, 
existing sentence-parsing systems are only able to handle simple sentences or are for 
experimental purpose only. Experiments have also shown that even with the most 
advanced parsing systems the average correctness in parsing is only around 30% [3:. 
The main difficulty is that a natural language sentence is composed of various 
phrases or clauses, such as prepositional phrases or relative clauses, each of which 
8 
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can be composed in a very complex structure in a grammatical form that is not well 
defined. At present, there is not a generic parser that can cater for all kinds of 
grammar rules for different types of phrases/clauses. 
To reduce computation complexity and time, recent research work narrows the scope 
of processing to NP partial parsing instead of handling complete sentences'. NPs 
are the basic building constituents of a sentence in any natural language. They 
share the largest proportion of phrases in any language. To completely understand a 
sentence ofalanguage, it is useful if we can first understand the noun phrase(s) in the 
sentence. Understanding of the NP parsing mechanism will help solve a large part 
of the sentence level parsing problem. Extracting NPs from running texts is 
therefore very useful for many applications, such as information retrieval, machine 
translation, etc. 
This research work is significant in the current situation in which existing 
prototypical NP parsers deal only with English and other non-Asian languages. 
Little attempt has been made in NP parsing on Chinese text. In addition, Chinese 
language is structurally more complicated than English, resulting in greater challenge 
and difficulty in Chinese NLP. This work is therefore invaluable to NLP research 
in the Chinese community. 
1 A system that parse a NP is hereafter referred to as a NP partial parser. 
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1.3 APPLICATIONS OF N P PARSING 
Noun phrases CNPs) are the fundamental building constituents of natural language 
sentences. They are one of the basic means for representing concepts in human 
cognition. They are also the more significant translation units in language 
translation than words or parts of speeches. Furthermore, NPs are abound in daily 
documents and conversation. Thus, parsing NPs from running texts is very useful 
for many applications such as verb frame characterization, document indexing, 
information retrieval, sentence parsing, machine translation, etc. 
The basic function of an information retrieval system is to extract the relevant 
information from a database according to the user's conceptual requirements. An 
effective representation of concepts is the most important issue of information 
retrieval. In traditional information retrieval systems, concepts are word-oriented 
instead of semantics-oriented. Salton (1989) [30] asserted that any advanced 
information retrieval model must ultimately deal with the problem of language 
analysis, because concepts are embedded in the content of the texts and the 
documents. They control the retrieval activities. This implies that methods must 
be available for analysing the contents of documents and search requests, and for 
relating the conceptual requirements of the users to the existing data bases. Such an 
analysis normally contains syntactic as well as semantic parsing. 
8 
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1.4 THE HYBRTO APPROACH OF NP PARTUL PARSEVG WTTH RULE SET 
DERWED FROM DE NPS 
This research work concerns with a hybrid approach applied to Chinese NP partial 
parsing. This hybrid approach combines the strengths of two commonly used NP 
parsing techniques, namely the linguistics rule-based and the statistical corpus-based 
approaches, and offers a high recall as well as a reasonable precision. 
In contemporary Chinese NP parsing, the techniques employed in this area of 
research can be broadly classified into two categories: linguistic mle-based 
approach and statistical corpus-based approach. However, these two approaches 
have their own pros and cons. The knowledge used for parsing in the former 
approach is in the form of linguistic rules acquired from linguistic resources and/or 
linguistic experts, while the knowledge in the latter is represented in grammatical 
patterns extracted from training corpora. Linguistic rules are domain-independent 
and tend to be general, so they often over-generalize. On the other hand, corpus 
trained language knowledge is very dependent on the base and type of the training 
corpora and can often be over-specific. 
To compare the effectiveness of these two approaches, a series of experiments on de 
NPs (“的，，字名詞‘性短語)，which is the most common type of NPs, have been 
conducted. The experimental results showed that linguistics-based approach led to 
high recall, but low precision, whereas corpus-based approach yielded high precision, 
but low recall. Based on these facts, an integrated NP partial parser combining both 
8 
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approaches was attempted. This led to the intention of developing a Chinese Noun 
Phrase Partial Parser (CNP3) which takes advantage of both approaches. Rules 
generated from the two approaches separately were merged and were applied to the 
test corpus (open test). The initial test results were promising; experiments done on 
de NPs (“的，，字名詞‘性短語）showed that the new hybrid approach inherited the 
strengths ofboth linguistics- and corpus-based approaches to offer high recall as well 
as good precision, as reported in the Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Chinese Computing ,96 [34] and in the Proceedings of the Natural Language 
Processing Pacific Rim Symposium ,95 [35]. This provided an insight into the 
extension ofthe scope of our research - i.e. parsing general NPs rather than simply de 
NPs. De NPs take the form of “ X 的 NP" where "X" is the prenominal modifier 
and NP is the nominal head. All the nominal heads and the associative prenominal 
modifier2 from de NPs were extracted, consolidated and used as general NP rules for 
CNP3. Evaluation results revealed that CNP3 attained overall recall and precision 
as high as 72.77% and 89.89%, respectively. It is evident that the hybrid approach 
is very effective. Furthermore, a series of convergence and cross evaluation tests 
has shown that this approach is also very reliable, in terms of convergence, 
comprehensiveness and context-independence. 
2 An associative modifier is a pronominal modifier which precedes the character “的” in a de NP and 
is at the same time also a NP. 
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1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the presentation of existing work in NLP. The chapter 
compares some of the differences between Chinese and English languages. 
Differences between contemporary and traditional parsing techniques and approaches 
are discussed. It then concentrates on NP parsing in particular. Performance of 
NP parsing with some proposed methods is evaluated. 
Chapter 3 begins with a background study on research done on de phrases (“的，，字 
短語).The significance of de phrases in Chinese texts and the implication to NP 
parsing are discussed. This chapter also evaluates the possibility of elicitation of 
NP knowledge from de NP patterns acquired from running texts. 
Chapter 4 discusses how general NP partial parsing is achieved with traditional 
approaches, namely the linguistics-based and the corpus-based approaches. A 
hybrid approach, which combines the two traditional approaches, is then presented. 
The hybrid approach employs methods, such as generalization of patterns, rule set 
combining strategies and merging of rule sets, in knowledge acquisition. These 
knowledge acquisition methods are elucidated in details. A Chinese NP Partial 
Parser (CNP3) system, which adopts the hybrid parsing approach, is introduced. Its 
architecture is shown and the functions of the individual components are explained. 
Chapter 5 describes the experiments for evaluating the effectiveness of the three 
approaches discussed in Chapter 4. Experiments were carried out in two phases. 
8 
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The first phase involved de NP parsing first with de NP linguistic rules and then with 
de NP (generalized) patterns. The second phase concerned with general NP parsing 
with generalized NP patterns extracted from de NPs. Methods, results and error 
analysis are presented for the individual experiments. 
Chapter 6 concerns with the evaluation of the reliability of the hybrid approach. 
Close and open convergence tests were performed for evaluating the convergence 
and comprehensiveness of the rule sets acquired through training. Cross evaluation 
tests were also carried out to test the context-dependence of the rule set. The results 
show that the hybrid approach is indeed able to produce convergent, comprehensive 
and context-independent rule sets for general NP parsing. 
Chapter 7 gives a review, discussion and conclusions of this research work. 
Difficulties encountered during the course of the research are outlined. Finally, the 





This chapter begins with a discussion on how Chinese language is structurally more 
complicated than English, showing that Chinese natural language processing is more 
challenging and difficult. This is followed by a description of related research work 
on two common parsing approaches - the linguistics-based and the corpus-based 
approaches. Conventional parsing systems process a whole sentence as a unit at a 
time. Sentence parsing is, however, so difficult that it requires intensive syntactic, 
semantic and contextual analyses. Developed sentence parsers either can only deal 
with simple sentences, or are for experimental purpose. To reduce complexity, 
recent research mainly concentrates on NP processing. Some related works on NP 
detection and NP partial parsing are discussed. 
9 
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2.2 CHINESE VERSUS ENGLISH LANGUAGES 
English natural language processing (ENLP) has been an on-going research topic. 
Many parsing techniques for ENLP such as left-to-right chart parsing, bottom-up 
parsing, top-down parsing and backtracking, etc. and knowledge representation in 
various grammar such as Context Free Grammar, Transformational Grammar, etc. 
have been established [37]. On the contrary, little attempt concerning Chinese 
natural language processing (CNLP) has been explored. With rapid economic 
progress in China and in the era of information super highways, Chinese language is 
increasingly important for communication and there is a pressing demand for CNLP. 
CNLP is a more challenging research topic than ENLP. For example, unlike 
English, Chinese text are continuous strings of characters without spaces as 
delimiters. Before a CNLP system can parse a piece of Chinese text, it has to 
segment the string of characters first in order to recognize individual words. 
Suppose a system reads in a string of characters “那裡有一個人” CThere is a 
person,,�in a sentence ‘‘那裡有一#1人電月§. • • ,, CThere is a personal computer..：'), 
we will intuitively segment the string as 2-1 (below). However, by reading more 
characters and examining the context, we find that the correct segmentation is not 2-1 
but 2-2. 
(2-1) 那裡 有 一#1 人 ( T h e r e is a person...) 
DEMOP V NUM-MEA N 
10 
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(2-2) 那裡 有 一 個人電腦 { T h e r e is qj>ersonal computer) 
DEMOP V NUM ADJ N 
DEMOP represents demonstrative pronouns; V represents verbs; NUM represents 
numerals; NUM-MEA represents numeral measures (數量“ )^, which is a special 
kind of measure words (量詞）modified by a numeral; ADJ represents adjectives; N 
represents nouns; and PRON represents personal pronouns. 
Numeral measures sometimes cause problems in word segmentation, like in the cases 
o f2 - l and 2-2. Contextual information is required in the word recognition process. 
This can help solve the above problem. Word segmentation has been an on-going 
research topic in CNLP [25, 27, 50]. However, it is not the main concem of this 
thesis and hence will not be discussed any further. 
There are also difficulties in Chinese parsing. There is hardly an agreed standard 
grammar for Chinese [17, 19, 28]. On the other hand, formal English language 
conforms to the grammar theory proposed by theoretic linguists and syntactic rules 
can be specified in most English grammatical structures [1, 10, 14, 37]. In addition, 
in English there are morphological variations (字形變化）which provide syntactic 
and/or semantic clues about grammatical structures (i.e. words, phrases, clauses or 
sentences). 
11 
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Common morphological variations in English are: 
(2-1) Indication of Tenses 
(2-1-1) Inflection of Verbs: usually by adding suffixes like -s’ -es, -ing，-ed or 
by changing the form of the verbs 
Example: He goes to school every day. 
He went to school yesterday. 
(2-1-2) Time Words: e.g. 'every day\ 'yesterday% 'tomorrow', etc. 
Example: He goes to sehool every day. 
He went to school yesterday. 
(2-2) Plural Form of Countable Nouns: usually by adding (with slight modification 
of the word) suffixes like -5, -es, -ies, -ves 
Example: ^ r h like singing. 
(2-3) Comparatives or Superlatives 
(2-3-1) Comparatives: usually by adding suffixes like -er, -ly 
Example: Jack is taU. Bob is taller than Jack. 
(2-3-2) Superlatives: usually by adding suffix like -e '^r 
Example: Jack is t ^ . Bob is taller than Jack. Ben is the tallest. 
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(2-4) Possessive Pronoun: different forms for different positions 
Example: I go to school every day. (subject) 
He gives me a book. (object) 
He takes my book. (genitive) 
The book is mine. (possession) 
On the contrary, Chinese language does not have any morphological variations. 
Instead ofchanging the form of the modified words (被修鈽言⑴，particular characters 
are added to the modified word to show tenses, comparisons, plurals, etc. For 
instance, to express past tense, the characters “過” and “ 了 ” are used in the sentence, 
e.g., “我口乞邀飯1�“ (“/ had dinner：'). These special characters are commonly 
referred to as 'particles'(助詞).Particles are form words (虚1习)which do not have 
meaning on their own in the sentence. Typical particles are aspect particles (動態 
助詞）“著”，“ 了，’ and “過”；structural particles (結構助詞）“的”；“地” and “得”；and 
modal particles (語氣助詞）such as “嗎” and “呢”，etc. Therefore, in syntactic 
analysis of Chinese language, additional efforts are required in dealing with particles. 
Differences between English and Chinese NPs syntax are also significant. Table 
2.1 shows some comparisons between the structures of English and Chinese NPs. 
13 
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Table 2A Comparisons between English and Chinese NP Structures 
STRUCTURE CHINESE ENGLISH 
#^ t ^ ^學 The Hong Kong 
noun + noun + noun 广,. j丁 . ., 
(HongKong Chinese University) ChmeseUniversity 
新 紀 元 
adjective + noun a new era 
{new era) 
我 的 書 1 j 
possessive + noun my oooK 
(/ DE book) 
noun + "of/ 的”+ 我 的 朋 友 afriendofmine 
noun (7 DE friend) 
1 研究 報告 (f u-^^、 verb + noun (Jorbidden) 
{research report) 
verb + ‘‘of/ 的，,+ 工 作 的 人 (forbidden) 
noun {work DE person) 
‘ 計算機 維修 公司 ( 《 . _ 、 
noun + verb + noun (forbidden) 
{computer repair company) 
One can notice from Table 2.1 that verbs can modify nouns (or noun phrases) in 
Chinese, but they cannot be used in the same way as in English. Since verbs appear 
in almost every sentence in any natural language, the special usage of verbs in 
Chinese language as a modifier makes Chinese language parsing even more difficult. 
The above analysis only covers part of the differences between CNLP and ENLP. 
However, there are already sufficient grounds to say that CNLP is by nature more 
complex than ENLP. 
14 
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2.3 TRADITIONAL VERSUS CONTEMPORARY PARSING APPROACHES 
2.3.1 Linguistics-based and Corpus-based Knowledge Acquisition 
Conventional parsing approaches are either linguistics-based or corpus-based. 
Knowledge for linguistics-based parsing is extracted from linguistic sources. 
,, Typical linguistic sources include dictionaries, thesaurus and grammar rules defined 
by theoretic linguists. 
Knowledge acquisition (KA) in corpus-based approach relies on analysis of collected 
corpora of linguistic data. Statistical and probabilistic evaluations are done by 
consolidating the factual data obtained from the corpora. 
KA is a vital process in natural language processing C^LP). A NLP parsing system 
is not successful if the knowledge that it provides is not representative or not 
comprehensive, no matter how robust and effective a parsing algorithm it employs. 
The parser consults its knowledge base (KB) which provides the syntactic and/or 
semantic information for transforming the input linguistic data to some kind of 
meaning representation language (MRL) [2, 11, 12]. MRL is better behaved than 
the original natural language [11]. For example, natural language statements may 
be ambiguous, whereas statements in an MRL must be clear and unambiguous. 
Meaning representations generated by a parsing system are passed on for further 
processing, e.g. for information retrieval, or converted to the necessary form of 
15 
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output, such as to another language in machine translation. 
KBs in early systems were static. Language knowledge kept in the KBs remained 
unchanged throughout the whole process of parsing. However, all languages 
change with time [10]. Early systems with a static KB cannot cope with the 
changing usage and syntax of a language. For this reason, KBs in most of the 
contemporary parsers are able to be updated dynamically. These systems can be 
trained to acquire new knowledge. When the system encounters a pattem from the 
input text and does not possess the knowledge to ‘understand, it, it ‘memorizes，，i.e. 
retains, the pattem in the knowledge base. Next time when it comes across the 
same pattem again, it is able to parse the pattern and produces the corresponding 
meaning representation. 
2.3.2 Basic Processing Unit 
The basic processing unit of conventional parsing systems is usually sentences. 
Parsing a complete sentence involves intensive syntactic, semantic and contextual 
analyses, which require comprehensive linguistic knowledge and a robust 
computational algorithms. Owing to the complexity in whole-sentence parsing, 
existing systems are only able to parse simple sentences or are for experimental 
purpose. To reduce computation complexity and time, recent research works 
narrows the scope of processing to NP partial parsing instead of handling complete 
sentences [5, 7, 9, 23, 29, 26, 39, 43]. 
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NPs are basic components of natural language sentences, and are usually used for 
representing important concepts in human cognition. Extracting NPs from running 
texts is thus very useful for many applications such as machine translation units, 
lexical terms generation, and information retrieval, etc. 
2.3.3 Related Literature 
Table 2.2 shows the related works with linguistics-based and corpus-based 
approaches, and the basic processing unit of their parsing systems. 
Table 2,2 Parsing Approaches and Basic Processing Units in Literature 
Free Text / Noun 
Sentence Phrases 
Hsieh [15]；, 
Linguistics-based Kim et. al. [l8]3b, Lam [19] 3&, 
Lau et. al. [20],% Voutlainen [36],% 
Lee et. al [21]/, Zhou [43]3' 
W u 网 / 
Bourigault [5]3 ,^ 
Corpus-based Brill [41,^  Chen et. al [1\\ 
L i : J p4]3^ Church et. al. [9]/, 
Vp„ rj_rn ^ Li et. al. [23]3, 
Yen L40J3 Rausch [29]A 
J Yang [39]3b 
3a Language studied is Chinese; 3^  Language studied is Korean; 3^  Language studied is English; 
3d Language studied is French; 3® Language studied is Swedish 
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Performance of a parsing system is usually assessed with two metrics: recall (or 
coverage) and precision (or accuracy). Recall is defined as the ratio between the 
number of basic grammatical units processed and the total number of grammatical 
units in the linguistic test data. Precision is the percentage of correct grammatical 
units processed and the total number of grammatical units processed, including both 
correct and incorrect ones. 
Sections 2.4 describes the literature of sentence / free text parsing systems. Section 
2.5 is dedicated to the related works in Chinese NP processing. In addition, 
performance of various systems are mentioned. 
2.4 SENTENCE / FREE TEXT PARSING 
2.4.1 Linguistics-based 
Hsieh Hsin-I (1994) [15] proposed a theory of syntax in which grammatical 
Mandarin sentences are generated by binary composition from lexical frames. The 
theory of computational syntax has an immediate application to the parsing of 
grammatical sentences. Linguistic knowledge is maintained in a lexicon which 
contains two types of entries: logical-types entries and grammatical-types entries. 
Both kinds of entries are further divided into sub-types. The linguistic part of the 
parsing system with this syntactic theory can be relatively uncomplicated due to the 
internal computation of syntax. Hsieh only briefly discussed the applicability ofthe 
theory to parsing without actually proposing a full parsing system. This means that 
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this work was purely theoretic and was not ready for practical use. 
Kim et. aL (1994) [18] proposed a right-to-left dependency grammar parsing method 
for languages in which a governor appears after its modifier, like Korean and 
Japanese. Knowledge was represented in Dependency Grammar. The parsing 
algorithm is based on a right-to-left chart parser for Dependency Grammar (RLCP-
DG). They compared RLCP-DG with traditional left-to-right chart parser by 
selecting a number of Korean sentences with various sentence lengths and sentence 
styles. The result revealed that RLCP-DG generated 20% less intermediate trees 
and was 45% faster in actual parsing time than the left-to-right parser on the average. 
Performance of RLCP-DG was not reported. Test on Japanese was not conducted 
but it was expected this parsing model would also be applicable to Japanese. 
Lau et. al. (1994) [20] developed two parsers for parsing short Chinese sentences. 
The first one was a Context-free Grammar parser built on the Chomsky's theory of 
govemment-and-binding [8]. The second parser they built was a unification-based, 
head-driven phrase structure grammar parser. Both parsers were bottom-up, 
breadth-first chart parser with unification as the main mode of operations. 
Grammatical rules were incorporated to treat relativization (relative clauses), 
passivization (passive voices), “把“transformations, serial verbs and null 
pronominals. New rules or lexical elements could be added into and old obsolete 
elements deleted from the database. They tested the two systems with 104 and 100 
sentences, respectively, and found that 95% of the sentences could be successfully 
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parsed. In spite of achieving such a high recall, the problem with these parsers was 
that they generated a large number of possible syntactic trees. Low precision of 
these systems is anticipated because most of the generated syntactic trees are 
incorrect. Grammar rules and the lexical database were also incomplete thus only a 
small number of Chinese sentences could be processed. 
Lee et. al. (1991) [21] designed a NLP system for Chinese language. The system 
was a head-driven bottom-up chart parser. It made use of the head-final and head-
initial characteristics of Chinese phrases to design grammar rules of phrases. 
Identified phrases were then joined together to form a parsed structure of the 
sentence. The system was able to cover 80% to 85% of 200 sentences in the high-
school text books of Taiwan with a lexicon including 1,120 words was used, it. 
However, the coverage was subject to one great limitation that all the necessary 
words had to exist or be keyed into the lexicon before parsing. This means that a 
huge size lexicon is required, which is usually impractical, to make the system a full-
fledged parser. Further, accuracy was not known as it was not reported. 
Wu et. al. (1994) [38] designed a sentence parser for Chinese based on Unification 
Phrase Structure Grammar and Government Binding theory [8, 17, 32]. The 
parser contained 40 grammar rules and could only process simple Chinese sentences 
with associative phrases, relative phrases, passive voices, “才巴” transformations. No 
results was reported for this work. 
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2.4.2 Corpus-based 
Brill (1992) [4] devised a transformational grammar for parsing English free text. 
The algorithm worked by beginning in a very naive state ofknowledge about phrase 
structure. By repeatedly comparing the results of parsing in the current state to the 
proper phrase structure for each sentence in the training corpus, the system leamed a 
set of ordered transformations which could be applied to reduce parsing errors. An 
experiment showed that 84.7% of the 325 transformations found in a 500-sentence 
Wall Street Journal test corpus were correct, by using a 250-sentence training corpus. 
However, the precision was only calculated basing on the number of transformations 
but not sentences. It was reported that in another experiment only 53.7% of the 
parsed sentences was error-free, by using a 500-sentence training corpus. 
Liu et. al. (1993) [24] designed an English grammar checker using a corpus-based 
automatic rule selection method, called Sequential Forward Selection (SFS). The 
basic parsing strategy of this work was pattem matching. However, patterns may 
conflict or overlap with one another. Therefore SFS was employed to tackle these 
problems. Knowledge base kept a collection of ungrammatical patterns. Some 
patterns were reduced to produce rules to save time and storage space. They tested 
1,956 sentences first without SFS and again with SFS. It was found that the 
precision increased by 11.6%, from 73.6% to 85.2%, but the recall decreased by 
3.9%, from 38.9% to 35%. 
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Yen (1994) [40] designed a Chinese Grammar Checker for instructors and leamers at 
beginning and intermediate levels at the university. The grammar checker kept a 
corpus with 2,020 error-prone sentences and used augmented pattern-matching 
parsing method. This grammar checker was experimental, although it could detect 
94.8% of the grammatical errors. The success rate of parsing was only 55%. 
2.5 N P PROCESSING 
Two main subjects in NP parsing are actively being studied, namely NP boundary 
detection and NP syntactic analysis. Related works in these two subjects are 
discussed in the next two sections. 
2.5.1 NP Detection 
Linguistics-based 
Expressions with verbs and nouns as elements function as NPs as a whole usually 
have different internal structures. They are called nominal compound NPs and are 
very common in Chinese texts. They vary tremendously in the number of words 
involved, in the syntactic categories of the words, in the syntactic relations, in the 
semantic relations between the constituents and in the way the individual words are 
combined together. The combinations of verbs and nouns in such compounds are 
infinite and thus cannot be exhaustively listed in the dictionary. 
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In order to solve this problem in parsing, Zhou et. al. (1995) [43] proposed an 
approach to identify such compounds with statistically-collected patterns and 
syntactic-semantic filtering. This approach was used in a pre-process module in a 
Chinese parsing system. 
They annotated a large amount of linguistic data and obtained some context 
sensitive recognition patterns. A simple organization technique was used to make 
the pattem to have a wider coverage. The preliminary experimental results were 
found that the precision was 98.5% and the recall was 99%. However, it was noted 
that over 75% of the compound NPs in the test corpus had a very simple structure, 
e.g. "noun + noun", "verb + noun", and "noun + verb + noun", etc. These 
structures can easily be parsed with simple syntactic rules. 
Voutlainen's work [36] on maximal-length English NP detection only dealt with 
simple NPs. The reported recall was 98% and precision was 95%. However, the 
good results were obtained as a consequence of the fact that problematic NPs with 
embedded relative clauses and prepositional phrases were not handled. Excluding 
these NPs greatly reduces the complexity because of little variation in simple NP 
structures. 
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Corpus-based 
Chen et. al (1994) [7] employed dynamic programming and a finite state machine in 
the detection of all English o/-NPs. They made use of the SUSANNE corpus, 
which was developed by Sampson [31], as the training text. The recall achieved 
was 96% and precision was 95%. In this work, a high recall was expected because 
o/-NPs were easily located by searching for the preposition ‘of. In addition, 
similar to Voutlainen's work [36], the difficulty in determining the boundary of the 
o/-NPs was reduced by skipping complicated and problematic structures such as 
prepositional phrases. 
Church (1988) [9] worked on simple non-recursive English NPs detection by 
making use of probabilistic data. A table was established for providing 
probabilities of an open and a close bracket between all pairs of parts of speech. 
The recall and precision were as high as 96.6% and 98.3%, respectively; however, 
only simple minimal-length NPs were tackled. 
Li et. al. (1996) [23] proposed two statistics-based Chinese maximal-length NP 
extraction algorithms. Both algorithms employed conditional probability (CP) 
extensively but the way of pairing of beginning and ending of NPs were different. 
One approach, named vertical priority approach, centred on the right boundary, and 
selected the best left boundary for it; the other, the horizontal priority approach, gave 
priority to the left boundary, and the best right boundary was then paired. They 
compared CP approaches with the maximum probability method and found that CP 
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algorithms outperformed the other one in terms of precision. The vertical priority 
approach scored 61.7% recall and 75.4% precision; while the horizontal priority 
approach covered 62.3% of all maximal-length NPs and the accuracy was 76.0%. 
In both cases the recall was rather low. 
Yang (1995) [39] proposed a corpus-based approach to conjunct identification in 
ambiguous co-ordinate NPs of Korean language. Disambiguation knowledge was 
automatically acquired from a large parsed corpus. The method was based on the 
concept of co-occurrence similarity of nouns. The author performed an experiment 
with a Korean corpus of about one million words. The results showed that the 
accuracy and coverage varied with the threshold value. With the threshold 
increased from 0 to 0.09, the accuracy rose from 85% to 93%, but the recall dropped 
from 95% to 50%. 
Other works 
There are some other works on NP detection but the methods were not mentioned. 
Bourigault (1992) [5] and Rausch et. al. (1992) [29] dealt with maximal-length 
French and minimal-length Swedish NPs, respectively. Bourigault achieved 95% 
recall. No precision was reported. Rausch et. al. scored 86% recall and 84% 
precision. Same as Church's and Voutlainen' works, they did not handle relative 
clauses so the parsing complexity was reduced and good results were obtained. 
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2.5.2 NP Partial Parsing 
Lam (1995) [19] performed an experiment in Chinese N-V-N nominal compound NP 
analysis to compare two approaches, the semantic association model and the simple 
co-occurrence model. The linguistic resource used was the Chinese thesaurus�同 
義詞詞林》（CILIN) [26]. In the experiment, 29 words were used as test data, in 
which 10 were used as the first noun in the N-V-N construction, 9 as verbs, and 10 as 
the second noun in the compound structure. As a result, there were 900 (i.e. 10 x 10 
X 9) candidate N-V-N compound words for testing. Two measurements were taken. 
The first was the correctness in semantic and usage, and the second was solely the 
correctness in semantic. For the first measurement, the simple co-occurrence model 
gave only 3% recall but 90% precision, while the semantic association model scored 
62% recall and 51% precision. For the second measurement, the former model 
yielded 2% recall but 100% precision, whereas the latter provided 55% recall and 
78% precision. Both model did not give very good results, but the semantic 
association model could extract more semantic knowledge from the CILIN than the 
simple co-occurrence model. 
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2.6 SUMMARY 
Some of the differences in Chinese and English languages were pointed out. 
Analysis of such differences showed that Chinese language is syntactically more 
complicated. This makes Chinese natural language processing more difficult than 
English natural language processing. This chapter also reviewed some related 
literature. Conventional parsing systems are sentence-parsers whereas 
contemporary parsers usually deal with phrases, especially noun phrases. Moreover, 
sentence-parsers are usually linguistics-based. All of the studied sentence-parsers 
only handle simple sentences and they are mainly experimental. On the other hand, 
NP phrase partial parsers are often corpus-based. It is observed that linguistics-
based parsers generally offer higher recall but low precision, whereas corpus-based 
systems provide, on the contrary, low recall but good precision. In addition, most 
of these NP partial parsers only deal with simple NPs. They fail to handle more 
complicated NPs with, e.g., relative clauses and prepositional phrases. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Knowledge Elicitation for 
General NP Partial Parsing 
from De NPs 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
This chapter begins with a detailed discussion of various syntactic categories of 
Chinese NPs. Some research work done by pure as well as computational linguists 
on de phrases are reviewed. A conclusion can be drawn from their work that de 
structures (“的’’字結構）in NPs (they are also referred to as de NPs “的字名詞性短 
語”）are the most abundant and versatile constructs in Chinese NPs. The 
significance of de NPs and how their embedded knowledge can be applied to general 
NP parsing are elucidated. 
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3.2 BACKGROUND 
Noun Phrase (NP) parsing is an increasingly important research topic in the area of 
NLP. Prior to understanding NPs, we need to know the syntax of Chinese NPs first. 
There are in general six syntactic categories of NPs: simple NPs (SNP), 
classifier/measure NPs (CMNP), nominal compound noun groups (NCNG), 
associative NPs (ANP), co-ordinate NPs (CONP) and modifyingNPs (MONP). 
SNP consists of a modifier, usually an adjective phrase, and a single noun. 
CMNP is composed of a numeral measure word (數量詞)(see Section 2.2) and a 
nominal head NP. 
NCNG is divided into three sub-classes: subordinate NPs (SubNP), apposition NPs 
(AppNP) and compound NPs (CpdNP). SubNP and AppNP have the same part-of-
speech (POS) components - nouns. However, their intemal structures are different. 
A SubNP has two parts: the prenominal modifier (PM) and the nominal head NP 
(HNP), while in an AppNP, the nouns do not modify one another and there is no 
modifier-modificant relationship. The third sub-class ofNCNG, CpdNP, has a very 
similar structure to SubNP. They have a PM part and a HNP part, but the PM is a 
verb or a verb phrase. 
ANP is also structurally similar to SubNP ofNCNG. The only difference is that its 
PM is a NP followed by the aspect particle de (“的”). 
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CONP is ajoining of two or more NPs by conjunctions. 
MONP possesses the PM part and the HNP part. It resembles the structure of ANP, 
but with different POS components in the PM. Four kinds ofPM in MNP are noted: 
relative clauses (Rel-cls), attributive modifier (Attrib), genitive / possessive (Gen) 
and prepositional phrases (PP). 
The followings are the structure and some examples for each of them: 
(3-1) Simple NP (SNP): [Modifier (MOD)] + a single noun Q<l) 
Example :大學{a university) 
漏__議園1圍_::::1:画____^ 
(3-2) Classifier / Measure NP (CMNP): 
a numeral (NUM) + a measure word (MEA) + NP^ 
E x a m p l e :三 個 人 ( t h r e e persons) 
NUM MEA N 
(3-3) Nominal Compound Noun Group (NCNG) 
(3-3-1) Subordinate NP (SubNP): N^ + N,, where N! is a modifier ofN] 
Example:學生宿舍 (s tudent dormitory) 
Ni N^  
4 The notation "NP" can represent a single noun CN). 
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(3-3-2) Apposition NP (AppNP): N! + N: 
Example :醫生護士 {doctors and nurses) 
N, N2 
(3-3-3) CompoundNoun (CpdNP): P^F,Y + a verb (V) + N P � 
Example:慶祝活動 (celebrat ion activities) 
V N 
(3-4) Associative NP (ANP): NP, + “的”（DE) + NP� 
E x a m p l e :大學的設施 { f a c i l i t i e s of a university) 
；；；||:；：1：|；||：||||；；1 
(3-5) Co-ordinate NP (CONP): NPj + conjunction (CONJ) + NP^ 
E x a m p l e :光 和 熱 {Light and heat) 
Ni CONJ N2 
(3-6) Modifying NP (MONP) 
(3-6-1) NP with Relative Clause (Rel-cls) : Rel-cls + ‘‘的” + NP 
Example:唱歌 的 入 ( T h e one who sings...) 
Rel-cls DE N 
5 Optional elements in a phrase are enclosed in a pair of square brackets. 
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(3-6-2) Attributive (Attrib) NP : 
Attrib + [“的”]+ NP, where Attrib is an adjective (phrase) 
E x a m p l e :晴朗的 天氣 { a fine weather) 
A6 DE N 
(3-6-3) Genitive /Possessive (Gen) NP\ Pronoun (PRON) + [“的 ” ]+ NP 
E x a m p l e :我 的 書 ( m y b o o k ) 
PRON DE N 
(3-6-4) Prepositional NP: Preposition (PREP) + NP + ‘‘的，，+ NP 
E x a m p l e :在 桌上 的 書{ the book on the desk) 
PREP N DE N 
Among these six kinds ofNPs, those with the particle “的” occur most in Chinese 
text7, i.e. the associative NPs and modifying NPs. The abundance of de structures 
(“的，，字結構）in Chinese text has been well recognized by both the pure and 
computational linguistic researchers [13, 16]. There is supportive evidence that the 
character “的” is very likely the most frequent and most versatile form in Chinese 
language. If we can analyse and understand the grammatical formation and 
structural characteristics of de NPs, it will provide much insight into the research in 
6ln this case, 'Attrib' is an adjective “晴朗’，[“fine” for specifically describing weather) and is 
labelled as 'A'. 
7 NPs with the particle “的” are hereafter referred to as de NPs. 
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general NP parsing. For this reason, the research works in de phrases carried out in 
the areas of pure linguistics and computational linguistics are reviewed in the 
following sections. Based on this study, it is shown that NP knowledge can be 
elicited from de NPs. 
3.3 RESEARCH IN DE PHRASES 
This section introduces the work done by a theoretic linguist Huang Chu-Ren, who 
performed a thorough investigation in de phrases [16]. Another piece of work in 
this subject was carried out by Guo et. al. [13]. The work did not cover all kinds of 
de structures. Instead, it only concentrated on the analysis of the structure of de 
NPs using a statistical approach. Both works provide evidence that de NPs are the 
most abundant among NPs and therefore the embedded knowledge in de NPs is 
useful in general NP parsing. This issue is discussed in Section 3.4. 
3.3.1 Research ofDe Phrases in Pure Linguistics 
Huang (1989) [16] gave a comprehensive analysis on de structures in Chinese 
grammar. He quoted that Dougherty (1964) recorded 3,013 occurrences of de in a 
scientific text of 85,785 morphemes, which shared about 3.5% of the text. He also 
discussed the classification of morphological structures as well as syntactic structures 
of de phrases by different linguists, and performed a comparative study of the current 
grammatical theories of de structures. His study covered all kinds of de phrases. 
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There are in general three kinds of different de structures: 
(3-7) Noun-headed Nominal expressions: X de N 
E x a m p l e :張三的書。 ( ^ S a m Cheung's book.) 
(3-8) Headless Nominal Expressions: X de 
Example :日乍天來的(那人)。 i Jheonewhocameyes terday . ) 
(3-9) Adverbial Expression: X de V 
E x a m p l e : 好好的做 ( D o it properly and weU) 
Both categories 3-7 and 3-8 are de NPs, where category 3-8 is actually the 
nominalized form of category 3-7. For example, “賣菜的” is the nominalized 
form ofthe de NP “賣菜的人，，CThe one who sells vegetables. ”). De NPs have 
different functions in a clause/sentence, namely as a marker of possessive phrases, of 
modifying phrases, of relative clauses or of apposition phrases: 
(3-10) Marker of a possessive phrase 
E x a m p l e :甲是乙的太太。 { A isB'swife.) 
(3-11) Marker of an adjectival or modifying phrase 
Example ( i )他不喜歡白色的房子。 
{He does not like white homes.) 
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( i i )桌子上的書是戰爭與和平 o 
(The book on the desk is "War andPeaceT) 
(3-12) Relative clause marker 
E x a m p l e :昨天來的人是張三。 
(The person who came yesterday was Sam Cheung”) 
(3-13) Apposition phrase marker 
Example: ( i )我聽説了太空船爆炸的事。 
(/ have heard of the explosion of the Space Shuttle.) 
( i i )小孩子最喜歡聽勞麓拍勒的雨聲。 
{Kids like to listen to the “pilipala” sound of rain.) 
Huang showed that de NPs could attach to a noun OS[), e.g. ‘‘大學OS^)的…” Ohe 
university's—”), to an adjective (ADJ), e.g. “美麗(八01)的…”（“a beautiful..：'), to a 
preposition (PREP), e.g. ‘‘昨天(廿爪6 word)到(？^£?)的客人0\0...，’ {"The guest 
who arrived yesterday...") and to almost any grammatical categories. He concluded 
that de NPs are the most versatile in terms of both syntactic structure as well as the 
different functions, i.e. as different markers mentioned in 3-10 to 3-13, over other 
NPs. 
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3.3.2 Research oiDe Phrases in Computational Linguistics 
Another research work in de phrases is based on computational linguistics conducted 
by Guo et. al (1996) [13]. 
Guo et. al. analysed the prenominal modifier of two kinds of de structures with a 
corpus containing 23,353 words; in 945 sentences. One kind of de structure of 
interest has the structure of "X + 的 + NP" (c.f. Category 3-7 in Section 3.3.1), 
whereas the other has that of “X + 的”（c.f. Category 3-8 in Section 3.3.1). Again, 
the structure of the latter is actually the nominalized representation of the former. 
They found that in the 945 sentences, there were 1,355 occurrences of de structures, 
in which 1,322 are de NPs and 23 nominalized NPs. Among the 1,322 de NPs, 
there was a total of 70% de NPs with prenominal modifiers which contain nouns 
(32.2%, including proper nouns and common nouns), adjectives (13.7%, including 
aspect particles 動態助詞)，and verbial structures (31.1%, including verb-object 
structures (動賓、结構)，verb-complements (動補結構)，subject-predicates (主1胃結構） 
and single verbs). While for nominalized de NPs, verbial structures took up 86.9%. 
They also took statistics on the occurrence of de structures using the n-gram model. 
The results showed that in using bigram modelling, the de NPs structures "a noun + 
的” occurred 37,741 times; “a verb + 的” occurred 20,579 times; and "an adjective + 
的” occurred 16,255 times, out ofl,494,744 bigram structures, contributing up to 5% 
among several thousands different kinds ofbigram structures. 
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3.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF DE PHRASES 
3.4.1 Implication to General NP Parsing 
De NPs are shown (see last section) to be the most abundant kind ofNPs in Chinese 
texts. It is observed that the nominal head, and sometimes the associative 
prenominal modifier, of a de NP are themselves general NPs. Further, since de NPs 
can easily be detected by automatic pattem matching, they serve as a good source for 
extraction of general NP rules. 
3.4.2 Embedded Knowledge for General NP Parsing 
This section demonstrates how general NP knowledge can be acquired from the 
associative prenominal modifier and the nominal head of de NPs, and how the 
extracted knowledge is applied to general NP parsing. 
An example is used to illustrate this idea. Suppose we have the following input 
Chinese text (3-14) which contains several de NPs (enclosed with "[" and “]，,)： 
(3-14)……[我#0^)8們#让的如346 m m g本 #明書 #明 ]… … [非常 # 4晴朗 # 3 
的如3 4 6寒冬#昭天氣如8 ]……[房屋#明建築業#明W # u s d e迅速如 
發展#明]…… 
8 The term following the “#” symbol is a part-of-speech tag. The tag set adopted in this research is 
an extended version of the original tag set devised by the Beijing University, China [41]. The 
complete extended tag set is listed in Appendix A. 
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(...[afew books of ours ] ... [ a fine winter weather ] ... [rapid development 
ofthe building and construction industry ]…) 
We can derive three NP pattem rules from extracting the de NPs in the above text, 
like those shown in 3-15: 
(3-15) De-np ~> rnp k usde mg qn ng 
De-np ~> d a usde ng ng 
De-np — ngng usde a ng 
The underlined are actually common NPs. Therefore by abstracting the nominal 
head and the associative prenominal modifiers of the de NPs, we can generate some 
generalized de NP rules, pure NP rules and other non-NP rules, as shown in 3-16. 
(3-16) De-np ^ NP usde NP 
De-np ^ AP usde NP 
NP ~> rnp k 
NP — mg qn ng 
NP — ngng 
NP ~> a ng 
AP — d a 
The above example has clearly shown that NP knowledge can be obtained from 
analysing the de NPs and the derived NP rules can be applied to general NP parsing. 
Furthermore, these NP rules can easily be incorporated into the knowledge base of 
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any NP partial parser. Based on this fundamental concept, the CNP3 - the Chinese 
Noun Phrase Partial Parser is defined (see Chapter 4). 
3.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter described six syntactic categories of Chinese NPs: simple NPs, 
classifier/measure NPs, nominal compound noun groups, associative NPs, co-
ordinate NPs and modifying NPs. Two pieces of research work on de NPs were 
reviewed. Results of these work evidently showed that de NPs are the most 
abundant NP structures. In addition, it is found that there is embedded NP 
knowledge in de NPs. The nominal head of de NPs, and sometime their prenominal 
modifiers, are themselves NPs. Extracted NP knowledge can therefore be applied 
to general NP partial parsing. It is sufficient to extract NP knowledge from single-
de NPs because in multiple-Je NPs (i.e. those de NPs which contain more than one 
de, e.g. ‘‘我应哥哥毁朋友，，（"a friend of my brother,,% their nominal head NP is 
itself another de NP. These head de NPs can be represented by some de NP rules 
recursively, provided their structures are already encountered and generalized from 
previous knowledge extraction. Thus, NP knowledge extraction from single-<ie NPs 




Approaches for General NP 
Partial Parsing 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
In this chapter, three knowledge acquisition approaches for general NP partial 
parsing are presented. The first two approaches are traditional, namely the 
linguistics-based and the corpus-based approaches. Strengths and weaknesses of 
the individual approaches are discussed. The third one is a hybrid approach which 
combines the advantages of the two traditional approaches. Techniques on the 
generalization of grammatical patterns obtained from the corpus-based approaches 
are outlined. This is followed by the description of how rule sets are merged. 
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Finally, a Chinese Noun Phrase Partial Parser, CNP3, is introduced. 
4.2 LlNGUISTICS-BASED APPROACH 
Linguistic grammar rules have been extensively used in natural language parsing 
systems. A rule is a form of condensed representation which generalizes certain 
grammatical patterns. Language knowledge acquisition with the linguistics-based 
approach usually involves consolidation of rules from de facto standard Chinese 
linguistic resources such as grammar books [22, 44, 45, 46, 49]，rules established by 
theoretic linguistic experts, dictionaries [41, 47] and thesauruses [26 . 
Since linguistic rules are in a generalized form of grammar of a natural language, 
usually only a small set of rules is required to represent the same information that 
requires a number of specific grammatical patterns. 
Yuan et. al. (1994) [42] evaluated the general performance of the linguistics-based 
approach and the corpus-based approach, and found that their performance was 
affected by the number ofknowledge structures acquired in the knowledge base (KB). 
Figure 4.1 shows the relationships between the recall and the number of knowledge 
structures in the KB, with the linguistics-based approach (graph G(a)) and the 
corpus-based approach (graph G(b)). Recall is defined as the ratio between the 
number of correct grammatical units extracted and the total number of grammatical 
units in the test corpus. It is also referred to as coverage or hit-rate. 
Intuitively one can expect a linear relationship between the number of knowledge 
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structures and the rate of recall since the more knowledge structures are there, the 
more NPs a system will recognize. On the other hand, in the linguistics-based 
approach, one is expected to define the most common rules first for NP recognition. 
Once the common rules are defined, additional rules will not further contribute 
greatly to the recall. That is, a saturation point can be expected from the curve. 
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Figure 4.1 Recall Growth Rate with Linguistics-based Approach (graph G(a)) & 
Corpus-based Approach (graph G(b)) 
This intuitive reasoning is manifested in Figure 4.1. G(a) is a non-linear function of 
recall with respect to the number of knowledge structures, linguistic rules in the case 
of linguistics-based approach, applied to a test corpus. Gflf) is a linear function of 
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recall with respect to the number of knowledge structures, grammatical patterns in 
the case of corpus-based approach, applied to a test corpus. 
In the figure, graph G(a) increases significantly at the beginning until the number of 
linguistic rules reaches S. However, the rate of growth declines when Q% of recall 
rate is achieved with S linguistic rules, then levels off beyond S and finally saturates 
at the recall rate R. Only a small improvement in recall (from Q% to R%) can be 
achieved by adding more rules. It can be noted that the function G(a) cannot reach 
100% because linguistic rules are often too general to represent all possible syntactic 
relationship between classes of words. 
4.3 CORPUS-BASED APPROACH 
Knowledge acquisition in corpus-based approach relies on the analysis of a collection 
of corpora of linguistic data. Statistical and probabilistic evaluations are done by 
consolidating the factual data obtained from the corpora. 
Yuan et. al. found that there is a linear relationship between the coverage and the 
number of grammatical patterns applied to a test corpus (see graph Gfl)) in Figure 
4.1). Quite different from the linguistics-based approach, recall rate with corpus-
based approach increases constantly with additional grammatical patterns, assuming 
that every pattem being added to the KB is unique and is applicable to the test corpus. 
The function eventually reaches 100% recall rate at T number of grammatical 
patterns. However, in practice, it is unlikely to have such a KB which is able to 
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cover all different kinds of grammatical structures. Even if it is possible, we would 
have a serious storage problem - i.e. in keeping a huge number of patterns in the KB 
and could be unmanageable. 
Notice that the corpus-based approach requires more knowledge to achieve the same 
recall before the G(a) / G(b) intersection point, e.g., to achieve Q% recall, S' 
grammatical patterns and S linguistic rules (where S' > S, see Figure 4.1) for the 
corpus- and linguistics-based approaches, respectively, are required. 
4.3.1 Generalization ofNP Grammatical Patterns 
In order to manage the KB size, grammatical patterns are subjected to the process of 
generalization. In general, grammatical patterns exhibit some regular syntactic 
structures. If such structured patterns are located, they can be represented by a set 
of generic pattem rules. There are two common types of regular syntactic structures: 
Repetitive Structures 
By considering the part-of-speech (POS) of each word in the pattem, one can 
identify any repetitive structures and generalize them. For example, the POS 
pattem of the NP “ 從 國 内 到 國 夕 卜 的 商 家 學 者 ” (“The businessmen 
and scholars in and out of the country”) is shown as in 4-1. 
(4-1) 從 國 内 到 國 外 的 商 家 學 者 
PREP N PLACE PREP N PLACE DE N N 
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PREP represents the POS for prepositions; N represents the POS for nouns; 
PLACE for place words; and DE represents the aspect particle “的”.The POS 
pattern “PREP N PLACE PREP N PLACE DE N N" in 4-1 can be reduced to 
4-2 by generalizing the pattern "PREP N PLACE" to "PP" (a prepositional 
phrases). 
(4-2) PP+ DE N+，where PP represents the pattern “PREP N PLACE" 
The superscript “+” over PP and N means that there can be repetitive 
prepositional phrases and nouns, respectively. 
Similar Sequence 
The goal is to combine patterns with similar structures and to identify any 
optional components in the patterns. For example, the POS pattem for the NP 
“我們的朋友”（“0"^^/6^2^")15&3 1打4-3. 
(4-3) 我 們 的 朋 友 
PRON SUFF DE N 
(4-4) 他 的 老 師 
PRON DE N 
PRON is the POS for personal pronouns; SUFF represents the POS for suffixes. 
If we have another NP “他的老師” (^‘his teacher,,�whose POS pattem is 
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shown in 4-4, we can combine the two structures to form a more general pattem, 
i.e. “PRON (SUFF) DE N" where the embraced POS, i.e. “SUFF”，is optional. 
After generalization, the patterns are not so specific and the recall with the same 
number of ungeneralized patterns should be higher. A new function G ' f l f ) with a 
greater gradient than that of the function G(b) can thus be expected. In other words, 
G'Oy) requires fewer knowledge structures, i.e. generalized patterns, in order to have 
the same recall as G(b). For example, in Figure 4.2, T', instead of T, is now the 
number of (generalized) pattern to achieve, theoretically, 100% of recall. (Of 
course, in practice, one could never get 100% recall; but it is possible to have a very 
high recall approaching 100%, provided that the KB is sufficiently large and the 
patterns kept are grammatical and comprehensive). 
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Figure 4.2 Rate of Growth of Recall with Generalized Patterns (graph G '(b)) 
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4.3.2 Pitfall of Generalization 
Although pattem generalization can avoid over-specification, one needs to prevent 
over-generalization which is the weakness undermining the strength of linguistic 
rules. In some cases, we have to impose certain constraints on the generalized rules 
in order to handle more specific circumstances. But, contradictorily, too many 
restrictions will bring us back to the original problem - i.e. over-specification. 
Hence, we must maintain a balance between these two issues during the pattem 
generalization process. In addition, we have to ensure that pattem rules do not 
conflict with one another. Semantic constraint meta-rules can be imposed to 
eliminate such conflicts. Finally, the generalized pattem rules must be verified with 
real data sets and validated by the linguistic experts. 
4.4 THE HYBRID APPROACH 
From the analysis by Yuan et. al., we can conclude that the linguistics-based 
approach offers a fast growing recall rate with a small set of linguistic rules (from 0 
to S, see Figure 4.2). However, the recall hardly increases once the linguistic mle 
set is saturated. On the other hand, the corpus-based approach is able to attain a 
recall rate close to 100% with a manageable number of generalized patterns. 
Despite of this fact, similar to the ungeneralized case (see Gfl>) in Figure 4.2), G'fl>) 
still requires more knowledge structures to achieve the same coverage than the 
linguistics-based approach. Q% recall can be achieved with S linguistic rules but 
with S' ungeneralized patterns or S" generalized patterns, where S < S' < S". In 
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general, there is a trade-off between recall rate and the size of KB with the corpus-
based approach. We could combine these two approaches together so that the 
number ofknowledge structures required are minimized. 
With a small number (i.e. S) of linguistic rules we can get Q% of recall rate. To 
attain a higher recall above Q, G’(b) is shifted to the left along the horizontal axis 
until the point (S”，Q) on G，(b) meets the point (S,Q) on G(a) (see Figure 4.2). G(a) 
and G，(b) arejoint to produce a new graph, G(h), as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Resultant Graph of Hybridization 
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Now T”，which is smaller than both T and T，，is the number of grammatical structure 
required in order to reach a recall tending to 100%. Among T" grammatical 
structures, there are S linguistic rules and (T" - S) generalized patterns. In practice, 
however, it is unlikely to find a set of S linguistic rules which is able to hold the 
exact knowledge as S" generalized grammatical patterns (because the same recall, 
Q%, can be achieved with S linguistic rules or S,, generalized patterns in Figure 4.2). 
Hence the slope of the actual graph of hybridization is expected to be smaller beyond 
S, reaching 100% at a point further to the right ofT". 
In fact, this proposed hybrid approach is similar to language acquisition of human. 
When a child leams a language, he is first taught some basic grammar rules. The 
rules are usually general. Once the child has acquired the fundamental syntactic 
rules, he can probably identify some special syntax or exceptions and enriches his 
language knowledge through examples. When encountering some special syntax or 
exceptions to which no general grammar rule applies, he instinctively tries to 
generalize and add the special cases into his ‘human knowledge base' [10, 37]. 
This resembles the training process in the corpus-based approach. Therefore, the 
KB of a natural language parser based on the proposed hybrid approach maintains 
linguistic rules which are more general and frequent syntactic structures, and 
generalized patterns which are more specific, infrequent or exceptional ones. 
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4.4.1 Combining Strategies 
In the integration process, grammatical patterns are not adopted straight. They are 
generalized before combining with the linguistic grammar rules. Intuitively, two 
rule combining strategies could be employed: the AND-approach and the OR-
approach. 
Based on the AND-approach, a rule in the combined KB would be a rule that appears 
in both of its parent KBs; whereas in the OR-approach, it would be a rule which 
exists in either of them. In essence, the former would be based on the intersection 
of the two rule sets and the latter on their union. In general, the AND-approach 
would provide more accurate results because a text pattem which satisfies both mle 
sets would be more likely to be correct than one that satisfies only one of them. 
However, as the resultant mle set is smaller than either of the original rule sets, the 
recall would be lower. On the other hand, the OR-approach would be less 
restrictive in matching. A text pattem which satisfies either rule set would be 
regarded as a hit. Thus the recall would be equal to the highest value of the two 
approaches. However, the accuracy may be lower, as incorrect matches from both 
sets would also be counted as hits. 
Studies in the two combining strategies suggested that the OR-approach did generate 
better coverage. For this reason, it was adopted in this research. However, the two 
rule sets were not simply merged naively. Rule inconsistency and duplicating rules 
were handled during the merging process. For instance, given the following de NP 
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and NP rules from the linguistics approach (see Rule Set A^ below), and the 
respective generalized de NP and NP pattem rules (Rule Set B) extracted from the 
training corpus, a new rule set (Rule Set C) was created, using the OR-approach. 
Since the linguistics- and corpus-based approaches performed well in terms of recall 
and precision, respectively, it was expected that the integration of the two sets of 
language knowledge would take advantage ofboth approaches. 
Rule Set A 
De noun phrases Noun Phrases 
1. De-np — Rel-cls usde NP 1. NP — rnp Cpd-n 
2. De-np ~> AP usde NP 2. NP ~> OS[um-mea) Cpd-n 
3. De-np ~> NP usde NP 3. NP ~> ONum) Cpd-n 
4. De-np ~> rnp (k) usde NP 4. NP — Conj-np 
5. De-np — Fraction usde NP 5. NP — Attri ng 
6. De-np — PP usde NP 
7. De-np — Time usde NP 
8. De-np ~> Num-mea usde NP 
9. De-np — rnd Num-mea NP usde NP 
10. De-np ~> rnq Num-mea NP usde NP 
11. De-np — hm Num-mea usde NP 
12. De-np ~> Rep-mea usde NP 
13. De-np — Conj-np usde NP 
9 Rules are represented in Context-Free Phrase Structured Grammar (CF-PSG) and the components in 
each rule are either a label of an intermediate rule, or a POS annotation (tag). The complete set of 
POS annotation adopted here is listed in Appendix A. 
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Rule SetB 
Generalized De Noun Phrases Generalized Noun Phrases 
1. De-np ~> rnp usde ng 1. NP — j (a) ng^ 
2.De-np — Rel-cls usde NP 2. NP — rnp ng+ 
3. De-np — Cpd-n usde Cpd-n 3. NP — p^um-mea) Cpd-n 
4. De-np ~> NP usde Cpd-n 4. NP — rnd qv ng 
5. De-np ^ {d) Num-mea usde Cpd-n 5. NP —rndqnng 
6. De-np — AP usde Cpd-n 6. NP — O^um) Cpd-n 
7. De-np ~> PP+ usde ng 7. NP ~> mq (qn) ng 
8. De-np ~> Time usde Cpd-n 8. NP ~> mq qn ng 
9. De-np — t usde Num-mea 9. NP — Conj-np 
10. De-np — Conj-p usde NP 10. NP ^ Conj-cpd 
11. NP — Fraction 
R u l e ^ e t ^ 
De Noun Phrases Noun Phrases 
1. De-np — Rel-cls usde NP 1. NP — f (a) Cpd-n 
2. De-np — AP usde NP 2. NP — rnp Cpd-n 
3. De-np — NP usde NP 3. NP — qSfum-mea) Cpd-n 
4. De-np — rnp {k) usde NP 4. NP ~» rnd qv ng 
5. De-np ~> PP^ usde NP 5. NP — rnd qn ng 
6. De-np ^ Time usde NP 6. NP — O^um) Cpd-n 
7. De-np — {d) Num-mea usde NP 7. NP — rnq {qn) ng 
8. De-np ~> r^JNum-mea NP usde NP 8. NP — mq qn ng 
9. De-np — rnq Num-mea NP usde NP 9. NP — Conj-np 
10. De-np ^ Conj-p usde NP 10. NP ^ Conj-cpd 
11. De-np — t usde Num-mea 11. NP — Fraction 
12. NP ~> Attri ng 
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4.4.2 Merging Techniques 
In the merging of linguistics- and corpus-based rules, three techniques were used: 
reduction, duplicate elimination and conflict avoidance. 
Reduction 
Consider the de NP mle 4 in Rule Set B ("De-np — NP usde Cpd-n"). 
Due to the NP rule 6 in the same set (“NP — fNum) Cpd-n"), the former 
was first reduced to “De-np — NP usde NP", by replacing Cpd-n with the 
label "NP" ofthe latter mle. 
Duplicate Elimination 
Following the above technique, and using NP rule 11 of Rule Set B ("NP 
—Fraction"), de NP mle 5 in Rule Set A (“De-np — Fraction usde NP") 
could be reduced to “De-np — NP usde NP" which was the same as the 
previous reduction. However, only one copy was retained in Rule Set C 
(De-np Rule 3) . Similar reduction and elimination were carried out, 
resulting in a lean set oflanguage knowledge. 
Conflict Avoidance 
Conflicting rules were avoided by imposing structural or grammatical 
constraints. For instance, the rule “De-np — Attri wg" (i.e. NP mle 5 in 
Rule Set A) could be expanded to “NP — (tf) {a) vg^ ng” because of the 
attributive phrase rule 1 "Attri — (^f) {a) vg+ «g+，’ (see Appendix B). 
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Now consider the relative clause rule 3, i.e. ‘‘Rel-cls — (^f) {va) vg^ ng+” 
(in Appendix B). If a de NP "vg ng usde ng,, was to be parsed, one could 
not easily decide whether to use the above NP or Rel-cls rule for the "vg 
ng,, part. This is because both rules are applicable. 
A meta-mle (i.e. the constraint) was used by parser to resolve such 
ambiguity. Verbally, this meta-mle can be stated as follows: “If the 
structure comes immediately before the tag usde (the tag for “的，，）in a de 
NP, it should be a relative clause; whereas the one after usde should be an 
attributive noun phrase". For instance, consider two de NPs in 4-5 and 4-6: 
(4-5) l _ v g i o活動 #明的 #口 3 4 6計劃 #明” 
C'the plan of celebration activities”� 
(4-6) “各式各樣#3的#口546 MKMg活動#明” 
(^'various celebration activities”) 
In both cases “慶祝#乂呂活動#打呂，，(^ 'celebration activities,,�has a "vg ng'' 
structure. However, as the structure in 4-5 precedes the word “的” 
whereas the one in 4-6 follows it, the Rel-cls rule is applied to the former 
and the Attri rule to the latter. 
10 The ‘#，symbol acts as a delimiter to separate the words and the POS tags. 
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4.5 CNP3 - THE CHINESE NP PARTIAL PARSER 
Based on the hybrid approach which integrates both the linguistics- and corpus-based 
methods, a Chinese NP partial parser, CNP3, is proposed. The language KB of 
CNP3 is developed using the generalization and merging techniques extensively. 
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Figure 4.4 Architecture of CNP3 - the Chinese Noun Phrase Partial Parser 
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Figure 4.4 shows the overall architecture of CNP3. CNP3 consists of three main 
components: the NP Detection and Extraction Unit (DEU), the Knowledge 
Acquisition Unit (KAU) and the Parsing Unit (PU). 
4.5.1 The NP Detection and Extraction Unit (DEU) 
The DEU accepts tagged Chinese text and determines the boundaries of all NPs in 
the text. It employs statistical and probability models in NP extraction [23]. The 
method used operates in three stages: (1) identify the opening NP boundary; (2) 
identify the close NP boundary; and (3) use the maximum-probability scores to pair 
an opening and a close NP boundaries. 
4.5.2 The Knowledge Acquisition Unit (KAU) 
The process of knowledge acquisition in CNP3 undergoes two parallel paths: the 
linguistics- and corpus-based paths. Linguistic rules are obtained in the Linguistic 
Rules Extraction process (process 1 in Figure 4.4) by consulting linguists and also by 
consolidating the knowledge from various grammar resources. 
The other path of knowledge acquisition concerns with the automatic extraction of 
grammatical patterns from the training corpus to produce NP grammatical patterns. 
NPs are detected in the DEU and are fed into the KAU. Extracted NP grammatical 
patterns are then re-organized to form generalized pattem rules during the NP Pattem 
Generalization process (process 2). Subsequently, the generalized grammatical 
patterns are merged with the linguistic rules in the Integration process (process 3) to 
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form a set of NP grammar rules. The resultant NP rule set is used in the parsing 
stage. 
4.5.3 The Parsing Unit (PU) 
In the NP parsing process (process 4), the PU parses the extracted NP patterns from 
the tagged Chinese text with the NP grammar rules. Successfully parsed NP will be 
fed into the Parse Tree Construction process (process 5) to produce a NP parse tree. 
Otherwise, the failed NP patterns are returned to the NP Pattem Generalization 
process (process 2) for further training and enrichment of the NP Grammar rule base. 
4.5.4 Internal Representation of Chinese NPs and Grammar Rules 
Chinese NP grammar rules in CNP3 are represented using Context Free-Phrase 
Structure Grammar. For example, a possessive NP rule is represented as "De-np ^ 
rnp usde ng'\ Although linear representation is used for the NP grammar rules, 
each rule bears a structural implication. For instance, a NP with a grammatical 
pattem P: “rnp ng t ng ng ng usde a ng cpw ng'\ e.g. " ^ # m p 國#打呂當前#1 經濟 
#ng體制#打8改革#ng的#口3(16大力#3推動#118和#0口〜發縣11运”（“一€1“6。”} 
promotion and development of our national economic system reform..'') is 
represented by a de NP rule, a conjunctive NP rule and a set ofNP rules as follows: 
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P : rnp ng t ng ng ng usde a ng cpw ng 
c^  De-np — NP usde Conj-np, where 
N P ^ N P , , i = l , 2 , 3 ; 
NPi ~> rnp ng; 
NP2 —1\ 
NP3 一 (a) ng'', 
Conj-np ~> NP3 cpw NP3 (conjunctive NP) 
Structurally, P can also be represented by a parse tree as shown in Figure 4.5. 
De-np 
^ ^ ^ \ 
NP usde Conj-np 
NP;^ ^^f^^^^^^^^^^"""""""^P3 的 NK""""^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ piT""^ P3 
八 1 X ^ A i I 
rnp ng t ng ng ng a ng 和 ng 
我 國 當前經濟 體制 改革 大力 推動 發展 
Figure 4.5 Parse Tree of a de Noun Phrase 
This thesis focuses on the Knowledge Acquisition Unit. The NP Detection and 
Extraction Unit and the Parsing Unit are under separate development. 
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4.6 SUMMARY 
Three knowledge acquisition approaches, namely the linguistics-based, corpus-based 
and the hybrid approaches, were presented. The linguistics-based approach offers a 
reasonably high recall with only a small number of grammar rules, but then saturates 
regardless of the increasing size of the mle base. The corpus-based approach is able 
to attain a recall approaching 100% by continuously adding grammatical patterns to 
the KB. However, this leads to a serious storage problem and the size of the KB 
would become unmanageable. To reduce the required storage size, generalization 
of grammatical patterns with repetitive structures and similar sequence can be done. 
A hybrid approach was proposed to integrate the linguistics-based and the corpus-
based approaches. The hybrid approach was expected to adapt the strengths in both 
methods, i.e. to achieve a high recall with a manageable size of KB. Based on this 
idea, a Chinese NP partial parser, CNP3, was proposed. CNP3 consists of the NP 
Detection and Extraction Unit, the Knowledge Acquisition Unit and the Parsing Unit. 




Experiments on Linguistics-, 
Corpus-based and the Hybrid 
Approaches 
5.1 OVERVIEW 
This chapter describes the experiments carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of 
three approaches, namely the linguistics-based, the corpus-based and the hybrid 
approaches (i.e. the CNP3 approach). Recall and precision obtained from various 
approaches are compared. 
The objective of the experiments is stated, followed by the experimental setup, which 
includes the corpus and the extended tag set employed in the experiments. 
Experiment details are outlined and the possible sources of errors found in the 
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experiments are analysed. Conclusions drawn from the experiments are then given. 
5.2 OBJECTIVE OF EXPERIMENTS 
The objective of the experiments is to evaluate the effectiveness, which is measured 
with two metrics - recall and precision of the grammar rules/patterns acquired from 
different approaches for Chinese NP parsing, including the hybrid approach adopted 
in the Chinese NP Partial Parser (CNP3). 
As stated earlier, recall is defined as the ratio between the number of correct NPs 
extracted and the total number of NPs in the test corpus. Precision is the ratio 
between the number of correct NPs extracted and the total number of NPs extracted, 
including both correct and incorrect ones. Table 5.1 shows the relations between 
the NPs identified by experts and the system. 
Table 5,1 NPs Identified by Experts and System 
EXPERT 
SYSTEM NP Non-NP 
NP C A 
Non-NP B -
In Table 5.1, 'C' and 'B' respectively refer to the number of NPs and non-NPs 
identified by the system, but 'B' are actually NPs recognized by the experts. ‘A’ is 
the number of non-NPs recognized by the experts that have been mistakenly 
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identified as NPs by the system. Mathematically, recall and precision can be 
expressed by the following equations: 
Recall = C * 100% 
" l s T c — 
Precision = C _ * 100% 
……-'"A + C~— 
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
In the current research in general NP partial parsing, we made use of a large set of 
Chinese corpora for training and for testing. Every article in the corpora is tagged 
by a tagger. In addition to part-of-speech (POS) tagging, the tagger also categorized 
each word based on its semantic class. For example, ‘ng, for general nouns, ‘rnp, 
for nominal pronouns and 'vg' for general verbs, etc. 
Tests were carried out in two phases: in the first phase CNP3 was applied to de NPs 
and in the second to general NPs. Details of the tests are given in Sections 5.6 and 
5.7. 
5.3.1 The Corpora 
The parent corpus employed in the experiments consisted of 40 Chinese texts : 10 
were used for training and 30 for testing. It contained 28,000 words, 4,481 noun 
phrases and 1,400 sentences. The corpora were built from the editorials in Ren-min 
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Ri-bao of China (中國人民日報). 
The corpora were first subjected to word segmentation. Each word was also tagged 
using the tagging system devised by the Tsinghua University, China [48]. In the 
tagged corpora, each word is attached with a POS tag preceded by the “#，，symbol. 
NPs in the training corpus were manually marked with "[" and “],，，signifying the 
opening and close boundaries of a NP, respectively, to facilitate NP extraction. 5-1 
is an excerpt from the corpus with words segmented, and 5-2 is the corresponding 
tagged training corpus (with NPs marked): 
(5-1) ……據介紹，經過1 0 年 改 革 開 放 ， 我 國 已 形 成 門 類 
齊 全 、 規 模 宏 大 的 妨 織 工 業 體 系 。 棉 纟 方 織 和 染 整 的 設 備 
規 模 、 生 產 能 力 和 年 產 量 ， 以 及 絲 綢 、 麻 纟 方 的 產 量 均 居 
世界首位。•••••• 
(5-2) • • • • • •據#?介绍#\§，經過#口 [ 1 0 #mx年#明改革#乂运開放#nvg 
]，[我#111國如经]已甜形成#乂邑0 [門類 #明齊全如、規模如 8宏 
大 # & 的 如 3 4 6 訪 織 # 昭 工 麵 经 體 系 如 8 ] 。 [ 棉 訪 織 如 呂 * # c p w 染 
#vg _#vg的#1153&設備如&規模#118�生麵廷^A#ng和#0口％年 
# n g 產量 #明 ] ’ W&#cpc [絲綢 # 1 1 8 、 ^ m n g 的如 3 4 6 產量 #明 ] 
均 # 4 居 # 乂 8 打 [ 世 界 如 8 首 位 紐 8 ] ° • • •… 
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5.3.2 The Standard and Extended Tag Sets 
The tag seti i used in this work is an extended version of the one originally designed 
by Beijing University, China [41]. It consists of 24 general categories of word 
classes and 110 POS tags. The extension to the original tag set includes: (i) verbs 
that functions as nouns; and (ii) demonstrative pronouns. 
Tags for Verbs which Function as Nouns 
Chinese parsing has been a challenging and difficult research topic because 
there is a lack of standard Chinese grammar to follow. At present, a set of 
rigorous rules to categorize word classes according to the function and usage of 
words is still missing. 
Taking the word “報告，，i^'reporf) as an example, it is normally treated as a 
verb. However, sometimes it functions as a noun. For instance, its usage is a 
verb in 5-3 whereas it functions as a noun in 5-4. When a verb functions as a 
noun, we call it a nominalized verb. 
(5-3)他 報告 了 實驗 _^o(JIereportedtheexperimentalresults.) 
PRON V ASP N N 
(5'4)他 完成 了 ¢ ^ ° (Hefmishedareport.) 
PRON V ASP NOM 
11 The complete tag set is listed in Appendix A. 
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PRON is the word class for pronouns; ASP represents aspect particles in 
Chinese language (動態、助詞 “了”)； NOM represents nominalized verbs. In 
traditional parsing, when such words are encountered, they are tagged and 
processed as verbs without considering its function. However, the grammar 
theory says that the head of a NP is a noun [10]. Linguists who study Chinese 
language have a common agreement that Chinese NPs are head-final [21, 33, 
38]. It means that the head of a Chinese NPs is always at the end of it and it 
must be a noun. As such, the “報告’’ (“reporf,) in 5-4 should be tagged and 
processed as a noun. However, the tagger designed by the Tsinghua 
University [48] would tag both ‘‘報告，，(“report”�as  verb because it does not 
include a POS tag for nominalized verbs. This is not only functionally 
incorrect, but also violates the grammar theory. This also introduces problems 
in subsequent stages in NLP, such as in semantic analysis. The function of 
words is usually considered in semantic analysis. It will be more difficult to 
analyse the semantics of a NP if the nominalized verbs in the NP are treated the 
same way as common verbs. For this reason, a new tag "^vg" is added to 
represent nominalized verbs and all such verbs have been manually revised in 
the parent corpus. 
Tags for Demonstrative Pronouns 
Although the tag set (see Appendix A) could generally cover most word classes 
in Chinese, refinement to some of the tags was necessary in order to reflect 
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information on sub-classes. For example, category 11.1 “m” (nominal 
pronouns,體詞‘性代詞)is rather coarse (see Appendix A). It includes not 
only general personal pronouns (see 5-5), but also special pronouns such as 
“這” Cthis'\ a demonstrative pronoun) (5-6), “每” Cever/', a universal 
quantifier) (see 5-7), “全部’，(“aU,,) (see 5-8), etc. However, usage of these 
special pronouns in forming a NP is quite different from that of general 
personal pronouns. Here are some examples to illustrate the differences: 
( 5 - 5 )他 #化 （‘‘&”） 
Example: i M m 的#口3<1€ i W k i g ^ # v y 個#0^1 商人#0台� 
(His father is a businessman.) 
(5-6)這#01 Ohis'') / 那#饥 CthaO 
Example: 3i#m ;^#qn m n g 的#usde 作者如8 ^#vy 張三—g� 
(The author of this book is Sam Cheung.) 
^ F ^ ^#mx ^#qn ##ng 的#usde 作 # ^ 8 ^#vy 張三如呂� 
(The author of those three books is Sam Cheung.) 
(5-7)每社饥 Cevery') 
Examples:每#^1 AMg 的#usde 思想#ng ##vh 不制 - # m x # # a � 
{Everyperson 's mind is different.) 
^ ^ -4knK <mqi Mng 6^#usde 思趟麵 _ 稀一麵。 
(Every single person 's mind is different) 
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( 5 - 8 )全部# 1 1 1 C'air) 
Example :……麵触生活費~支出#1培6^#usde百分之五十五_爪� 
{...55% of the total living expenses.) 
Owing to such differences, “m” was refined. The original nominal pronouns 
tag was changed from “m” to “rnp” for representing general personal pronouns. 
A set of new tags was introduced, namely, “rncT for demonstrative pronouns 
“這” Ohis,,\ ‘‘那，，Ohaf,) and “哪”（“w/z/c/z’’)； “rnq,, for universal 
quantifiers like “每”(“�er/’）and “全部”（““//”). 
5.4 OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS 
The tests were carried out in two phases: the first phase on de NPs and the second on 
general NPs. Figure 5.1 shows the overall planning of the experimentsi2. The first 
part of the tests included four experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of three 
approaches, namely linguistic-based (Experiment la), corpus-based (Experiments lb 
and lb，）and the hybrid approach (Experiment lc). 
12 The experiments la-c and 2 are shown in boxes with shadow in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Tests on de NPs and General NPs 
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The first experiment {De NP parsing experiment la in Figure 5.1) purely tested the 
effectiveness of the linguistic rules obtained from grammar resources or experts; the 
second on the extracted de NP grammatical patterns before and after generalization 
{De NP parsing experiments lb and lb，，respectively); and the third experiment was 
designed to test the combined approach, i.e. integration of the two mle sets from the 
linguistics-based approach and the corpus-based approach (De NP parsing 
experiment lc). 
As expected, the hybrid approach was found to offer the best results among the three 
methods. This was promising and led us to extending our work to parsing general 
NPs instead of de NPs only. NP parsing experiment 2 in Figure 5.1 was an 
experiment performed on all NPs in the input corpus. 
De NPs were selected as the initial target test set because of the following reasons: 
• By identifying the character “的”，all de NPs can easily be extracted from the 
training corpus. This simplifies the training process significantly and hence 
facilitates quick prototyping. 
• As mentioned in Chapter 3, de NPs are abundant in Chinese running texts and 
represent a large proportion in the universal set of all NPs. Our study also 
revealed that out of 30 documents in our corpus, up to 30% of the NPs are of this 
type. Therefore, study of de NP parsing is informative and useful to the design 
of the ultimate general NP parser. 
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5.5 EVALUATION ON LlNGUISTIC DE N P RULES (EXPERIMENT lA) 
The language knowledge of the experimental linguistics-based NP parser was 
comprised of a set of de NP rules extracted from well-known Chinese grammar 
books [22, 44，45, 46, 49]. These rules were represented and stored as context-free 
rulesi3, e.g. "De-np — rnp (k) usde ng,, (see Table 5.2). 
Table 5.2 The Linguistics-based de NP Rules for Experiment la 
Rule Specification Example(s) 
1. De-np ^ Rel-cls usde NP 團結#乂8 的#口5€16 力量#订运 
2. De-np ^ AP usde NP 非常#廿晴朗#&的#“5廿6天氣#打8 
3. De-np ^ NP usde NP 房屋如吕建築業如8 &#usde發展如径 
4. De-np ^ rnp (k) usde NP 我#01卩們#让 &#usde 書本存卩呂 
5. De-np ^ Num usde NP 百分之十#漸01 W#usde經濟#打吕增長#11吕 
6. De-np ^ PP usde NP 國#昭内針的如536商人如§ 
7. De-np ^ Time usde NP 三#狐月份#打吕&#usde收入#打吕 
8. De-np ^ Num-mea usde NP S+#Num 米#打呂 _usde 高空#0呂 
9. De-np ^ mJNum-mea NP usde NP 那#0(1 一#皿季#90 農業如吕 W#usde 收成如8 
10. De-np ^ rnq Num-mea NP usde NP 各#犷叫個#明部門#明 &#usde 職工#打8 
11. De-np ^ hm Num-mea usde NP ^#hm 一#脇季度如8 的#03(16 收益如呂 
12. De-np ^ Rep-mea usde NP - # m x ##qn - # m x ##qn ^#usde J^l#ng 
13. De-np ^ Conj-np mde NP W#mp *#cpw 我#犷叩 _usde 朋友如§ 
13 The complete linguistic rule set is listed in Appendix B. 
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5.5.1 Method 
For the corpus-based NP parser, the language knowledge was in the form of 
grammatical patterns, e.g. a de NP pattem: “rnp usde ng,, was extracted from the de 
NP, “我#111口 的#0336 朋友#118” (“my friend") and was acquired from the tagged 
training corpus with the de NPs marked and the duplicates eliminated. 
A program was developed for automatic extraction of de NPs from the test corpus. 
The extracted de NPs were matched against the de NP mles in the knowledge base 
using the matching algorithm below: 
1. A sentence or a clause in the corpus containing one or more “usde,, (i.e. tag 
for "6^") was identified. 
2. If a de sentence/clause did not contain a pattem which matched any one of the 
linguistic mles or, if it consisted of more than one “usde,, tag, it was considered 
as a mismatch. 
3. If the sentence/clause did not satisfy the above condition, it was a single “usde” 
de NP. The prenominal modifier of the de NP (i.e. the tag sequence to the left 
of “usde”�was determined using the maximal length matching strategy, i.e. one 
with the most number of words would be selected. 
4. Next, the text preceding the above prenominal modifier was examined to see 
whether further matching with the current de NP rule could be achieved. 
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5. Step 4 was repeated until no more matching words could be located, or until the 
terminating punctuation mark of the previous de sentence/clause was 
encountered. 
6. If there were still some sentences / clauses unprocessed, the process would go 
back to step 1. 
5.5.2 Results 
The recall and precision of the experimental linguistics-based NP parser are shown in 
Table 5.3. In addition, Table 5.4 reveals the precision of each individual rules. 
Table 5.3 Recall and Precision with Linguistic Grammar Rules 
Total no. of de Total no. oide Total no. of Recall Precision 
NP extracted NP in corpus correct de NP (C/B) (C/A) 
(A) (B) extracted [in %] [in %] 
(C) 
1,136 924 698 75.54 61.44 
5.5.3 Analysis 
We can see from Table 5.3 that the recall for de NPs with linguistic rules is 
satisfactory, as high as 77.17%. Although the recall was satisfactorily high, the 
precision of some particular linguistic rules was relatively low; refer to Table 5.4. It 
was found that rules 1, 2, 3, 8 and 11 were relatively less accurate ^)recision lower 
than 70%). 
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Table 5.4 Precision of Individual de NP Grammar Rules 
No. of No. of Precision 
Rule Specification Hits Correct Hits (in %) 
1. De-np ^ Rel-cls usde NP 374 192 51.34 
2. De-np ^APw^JeNP 232 153 65.95 
3. De-np ^NPw5^/eNP 258 164 63.57 
4. De-np ^ rnp {k) usde NP 76 57 75.00 
5. De-np ^ ? F u s d e ^ ? 115 83 72.17 
6. De-np ^ Time usde NP 12 10 83.33 
I. De-np ^ Num usde NP 4 3 75.00 
8. De-np ^ Num-mea usde NP 3 12 52.17 
9. De-np ^ m^iNum-mea Cpd-n usde NP 7 6 85.71 
10- De-np ~> rnq Num-mea Cpd-n usde NP 9 7 77.78 
II. De-np ^ Conj-p usde NP 26 11 42.31 
12. De-np ^ hm Num-mea usde NP 0 0 -
13. De-np ~> Rep-mea usde NP 0 0 -
In Table 5.4, "Number of hits" of four de NP rules, i.e. rules 12 and 13, are zero. 
This implies that these rules were never applied in the parsing experiment and 
suggests that, in practice, some grammatically legible rules may be rarely used. 
They are still kept, however, for future applications but are assigned with very low 
ranks within the rule set. As such, they would only be tried when all other rules fail 
to match with any NPs in a testing document. 
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5.6 EVALUATION ON CORPUS-BASED APPROACH (EXPERIMENT l B ) 
The language knowledge was in the form of grammatical patterns (e.g. “De-np— 
rnp usde ng,) and was acquired from all de NPs from the tagged training corpus with 
de NPs marked and with duplicates eliminated. 
5.6.1 Method 
Once the language knowledge base (KB) was in place, both the training corpus (i.e. 
close test) and the test corpus (i.e. open test) were parsed, using the following 
algorithm: 
1. The parser took the longest de NP pattem from the KB and tried to match it with 
the input running texts. 
2. If there was no match, go to step 4. 
3. For every match, the parser put two boundary markers “|’，on each side of the 
matched de NP pattem in the text, indicating that this NP has already been 
processed, in order to avoid multiple counting of de NPs which matched with 
more than one pattem in the KB. 
4. Parsing repeated from step 1 until all patterns in the KB were tried. 
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5.6.2 Results 
The recall and precision of the close and the open tests are summarized in Tables 5.5 
and 5.6, respectively. 
Table 5.5 Close Test Results of Corpus-based Parsing 
Total no. of de Total no, of de Total no. of Recall Precision 
NP extracted NP in corpus correct de NP (C/B) (C/A) 
(A) (B) extracted [in %] [in %] 
(C) 
293 301 267 88.70 91.13 
Table 5,6 Open Test Results of Corpus-based Parsing 
Total no. of de Total no. of Total no. of Recall Precision 
NP extracted de NP in correct de NP (C/B) (C/A) 
(A) corpus (B) extracted [in %] [in %] 
(C) 
434 924 370 40.04 85.25 
Contrary to the linguistics-based approach, it was found that the corpus-based 
approach offered a very low recall but high precision in the open test, i.e. 40.04% and 
85.25%, respectively. Both tests show reasonably high precisions. 
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5.6.3 Analysis 
In Table 5.5, the recall was as high as 88.70% in the close test because knowledge 
was actually extracted from the test data. In the open test (see Table 5.6), the recall, 
however, dropped significantly. This happened because de NP patterns extracted 
from the training corpus were too specific for the linguistic data in the open test. 
An extracted pattern in the knowledge base hardly matched with the de NP patterns 
in the input corpus, resulting in a rather low recall rate. Hence we can see that the 
performance of the corpus-based approach is domain-dependent and context-
dependent. 
To increase the recall, we could have trained the experimental parser with a larger 
volume of texts, say 100 documents instead of 10. However, if we were to do so, 
the size of the knowledge base would become unmanageably large. 
One way to make a large mle set manageable is to employ rule generalization 
mentioned in Section 4.3.1. This is applied to the de NP patterns extracted in this 
experiments. 
5.6.4 Generalization of NP Grammatical Patterns (Experiment lb，） 
Based on the techniques of generalization (see Section 4.3.1), the grammatical 
patterns obtained in Experiment lb were generalized and were tested again. 
After pattem generalization, the open test was re-run using the new set of generalized 
patterns. Significant improvement in the recall was observed, i.e. from 40% to 
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68.75%. This shows that appropriate generalization of grammar patterns not only 
reduces the size of the knowledge base, but also improves the recall rate. The 
following example illustrates how the recall can be improved through generalization: 
Suppose we have a pattem mle of this form “NP ~> ng ng ng,, in the 
knowledge base. The only NPs that can match with this pattem rule must 
be exactly identical. By simple generalization of the pattem rule, we obtain 
a revised rule like this “NP — ng'\ This new mle can match with any NPs 
which contains a series of nouns in the running text. It, therefore, covers 
more NPs and increases the recall rate. 
5.6.5 Results after Merging of Rule Sets (Experiment lc) 
To further increase the performance, the two rule sets were merged using the hybrid 
approach described in Chapter 4 (see Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). The recall and 
precision of this approach, as shown in Table 5.7, look promising. 
Table 5.7 Recall and Precision with the Hybrid Approach 
Total no. of Total no. of Total no. of Recall Precision 
de NP de NP in correct de NP (C/B) (C/A) 
extracted (A) corpus (B) extracted [in %] [in %] 
(C) 
1,167 924 813 87.99 76.19 
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Table 5,8 Recall and Precision for Each Generalized de NP Rule 
No. of No. of Precision 
Rule Specification Hits Correct Hits (in %) 
1. De-np ^ Rel'Cls usde NP 323 241 74.61 
2. De-np ^ AP usde NP 218 165 75.69 
3. De-np ^ ^ ? u s d e ^ ? 296 214 72.30 
4. De-np ^ rnp {k) usde NP 86 73 84.88 
5. De-np ^ PP" usde NP 73 63 86.30 
6. De-np ^ Time usde NP 12 11 91.67 
7. De-np ^ (d) Num-mea usde NP 22 16 72.73 
8. De-np^ rndNum-mea Cpd-n usde NP 7 6 85.71 
9. De-np^ rnq Num-mea Cpd-n usde NP 9 8 88.89 
10. De-np — Conj-p usde NP 18 14 77.78 
11. De-np — t usde Num-mea 3 2 66.67 
As a result of the OR combining strategy, the precisions of the individual de NP mles 
of the experimental parser were improved (see Table 5.8). For example, comparing 
the precision of rules 1, 2, 3, 8 and 11 in Table 5.4 (i.e. the less accurate rules 
mentioned in Section 5.5.2), the corresponding rules (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9, 
respectively) in Table 5.8 show significant improvement. This reveals that the 
combined mle set is more compact and effective. 
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5.6.6 Error Analysis 
Errors in the experiments were partially due to incorrect NP boundary detection. 
Both the opening and close NP boundaries can be correct, over-stated or under-stated. 
The following shows some examples of incorrect NP boundaries (noun phrases are 
embraced with "[“ and “]”)： 
Example 1: Over-stated Left Hand Side 
Correct:“……到#¥8職工#08宿舍#118傾聽#¥8 [ ^l#ng們#让 
的#口346呼聲#打8]……，’ 
Wrong: “……到#¥8職工#ng宿舍#ng [傾聽#乂8 ^l#ng們#让的 
#usde呼搫#明]……，’ 
Example 2: Under-stated Left Hand Side 
Correct: “.••…[5*iS + H i # N u m 家#明居#vgn 農村#明的 
#usde 職工#08 ] … … ” 
Wrong: “……百分之五十以上#Num [家 f k l g ^vgn農村如8的 
# u s d e職工 #明 ] … … ” 
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Example 3: Over-stated Right Hand Side 
Correct. “……首先#4要#乂3 [中國#明領導人#明]穩定#\&人 
l#Yig的如546思想#明……” 
Wrong: “……首先 #廿 | # v a [中國如8領導人#明穩定#乂8人民 
# n g的如5 ( 1 6思想#昭]……” 
Example 4: Under-stated Right Hand Side 
Correct.“……首次#(1承接#乂80 [這樣#rp高構#么的如3016轴 
承 如 呂 出 口 # 乂 呂 任 務 # 明 ] … … ” 
Wrong: “……首次#(1承接#\径11 [這樣# r p高標# 3的如5 4 6軸承 
#ng] & a # v g 任務#118 … … ” 
There are eight possible forms of erroneous boundaries. They are categorized into 5 
types (i.e. Categories I to V) as shown in Table 5.9. 
Table 5,9 Categorization of Error Types 
Close NP boundary 
Correct Over-stated Under-stated 
Opening Correct - III V 
NP Over-stated I IV V 
boundary Under-stated II IV V 
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The error distribution in the three experiments (i.e. linguistics-based, corpus-based 
and hybrid approaches ) is summarized in Table 5.10. 
Table 5,10 Error Distribution in the Experiments 
Type ofError Experiment la Experiment lb' Experiment lc 
I 12.82% 22.22% 16.00% 
II 76.93% 44.45% 72.00% 
III 2.56% 11.11% 8.00% 
rV 5.13% 22.22% 4.00% 
V 2.56% 0.00% 0.00% 
Notice that type I and type II occurred most, as shown in Table 5.10. These two 
types of error were due to incorrect detection, either over-stated or under-stated, of 
the opening NP boundary. We also found that relative clauses were most 
problematic among all prenominal modifiers. They are versatile and parsing of 
which required semantic as well as contextual information. Other types of errors 
could be eliminated by incorporating semantic constraints, which we will leave for 
future research. 
In summary, errors were due to three main reasons: 
• Some rules obtained by the linguistics-based approach were too general and 
were domain-independent. Many NPs matched with these rules but some of 
them were incorrect. 
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• Incorrect detection of the de NP boundaries. 
• Even if a de NP was correctly identified, the detection of its prenominal 
modifier was sometimes incorrect. 
5.7 PHASE II EVALUATION： TEST ON GENERAL N P PARSING 
(EXPERIMENT 2) 
Based on the findings of improved effectiveness in the combined linguistics- and 
corpus-based approach on de NPs, the CNP3 system was enhanced to parse general 
NPs instead of de NPs alone. In this experiment, the recall and precision of the 
general NP rules, extracted from the associative prenominal modifier and the 
nominal head of the de NPs from the training corpus, were determined. 
In the previous experiments, a large part of errors were introduced by the inability of 
correct identification of NP boundaries. Such erroneous results should not be 
counted as part of the effectiveness measurement of the rules generated from the 
extracted de NP patterns. Our grammar rules represented the intemal structure of 
the NPs and were context-free so they did not deal with other phrases preceding or 
following the NPs. Wrong NP boundary detection obviously interferes with the 
results determining the effectiveness of the generalized rules. 
Since the NP boundary detection algorithm was still under research [23] and was not 
ready for use, the input corpora were pre-processed by hand. Boundaries ofNPs in 
the training as well as the test corpora were manually marked with "[" and “]” to 
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signify the open and close boundaries respectively of a NP, to simulate the output of 
the DEU (see Figure 4.4). 
5.7.1 Method 
The parsing algorithm used in the tests on general NPs experiment was a modified 
version of the one for de NPs (see section 5.4.1), viz.: 
1. Search for an opening square bracket (‘‘[，’). 
2. Collect the whole NP until the close square bracket ( “]，，）is encountered. 
3. Extract the tag pattem of the bracketed NP. 
4. Scan for any “usde” tag. 
5. If the extracted pattem contains one or more “usde”, perform steps 6-8 ； 
otherwise perform steps 9-12. 
6. If the nominal head of the de NP does not contain a pattem which matches any 
one of the NP rules or, if the de NP pattem consists of more than one “usde” tag, 
it will be considered as a mismatch. 
7. On the contrary, if the pattem does not satisfy the condition in 6, the prenominal 
modifier of the de NP (i.e. the tag sequence to the left of “usde,,) will be 
determined using the maximal length matching strategy i.e. one with the most 
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number of words will be selected. The matched segment of the pattem will be 
replaced by the label of the activated rule. 
8. If there are remaining tags in the pattem that have not yet been tried, go to step 
10. 
9. For NPs without the tag “usde”, forward maximal length matching strategy is 
employed. An extracted pattem is matched against the NP rules in the rule base. 
Matched pattem segments will be replaced by the label of the activated rule. 
10. The remaining tags in the pattem will be matched against the rule base again 
together with the label to look for any rule with the label and the same pattem as 
the remaining tag sequence. 
11. If no match is found, the remaining tags will be tried again without the label. 
12. Repeat steps 10 and 11 until all the tags in the extracted pattem have been tried. 
13. Repeat steps 1 - 12 until no more opening square bracket (“[，，) in the input text is 
encountered. 
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5.7.2 Results 
A close test (i.e. with the training documents) on the above parsing algorithm with 10 
training corpus and an open test with 30 test corpus were conducted. The results are 
shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. 
Table 5.11 Close Test Result of the Hybrid Approach 
No. of Total Total Overall Overall 
Documents Total NPs matched correct Recall Precision 
tested (A) (B) (C) (C/A) (C/B) 
[in %] [in %] 
10 1,058 917 848 80.15 92.48 
Table 5,12 Open Test Result of Hybrid Approach 
No. of Total Total Overall Overall 
Documents Total NPs matched correct Recall Precision 
tested (A) (B) (C) (C/A) (C/B) 
[in o/o] [in %] 
30 3,423 3,077 2,239 72.77 89.89 
The results in both close and open tests were good (with 80.15% recall and 92.48% 
precision rates in the close test; 72.77% recall and 89.89% precision rates in the open 
test). This shows that the proposed hybrid approach is effective for yielding high 
recall as well as reasonable precision. 
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5.7.3 Error Analysis 
By examining the test corpus and extracted NPs, it was found that there were six 
problematic categories ofNPs that affected the recall and precision rates. 
Category I: Incorrect Parsing of Nominal Compound NPs 
The results showed that nominal compound NPs, such as 5-9, 5-10 and 5-11 
(see below) accounted for a large portion of parsing errors. Theoretically there 
could be numerous combinations in nominal compound NP formation; it was 
impossible to find a set of general rules to deal with this kind of compound NPs. 
(5-9) 自我#打吕 發展 #乂 8 能力#竹运{self-development power) 
(5-10) 自 我 如 8 發 展 # \ 廷 評 估 # 乂 8 能 力 如 呂 
(self-development assessing power) 
(5-11) 社 會 如 8 體 制 如 8 改 革 # \ 运 模 式 # 明 
{social system revolution modeV) 
To get around this problem, CNP3 treats all the nominal compound NPs as 
separate grammatical units, without further exploring their internal structure. 
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Category II: Wrong Segmentation of Phrases due to Lack of Semantic 
Information 
Consider the text “ [ 我 # 爪 口 國 # 明 經 濟 # 明 體 制 # 明 改 革 # 明 * # c p w 
科技#0§ 體制#ng 改革#ng 的#11346 推動#118 P ” in which the NP 
would be parsed as in 5-12. However, the correct parsed structure for the NP 
should be 5-13. 
(5-12) Wrongly parsed structure 
rnp ng ng ng ng cpw ng ng ng usde ng 
1 , 1 I_^^^ ,~""~‘ 
NP NP NP 
I ^ 1 
Conj unctive NP ^ 
De-np 
(5 -13 ) Correct structure 
rnp ng ng ng ng cpw ng ng ng usde ng 
^ ^ 1 _ _ , ^ _ _ 1 I ^ , ^ ‘ 
NP NP NP NP 





14 The English translation was not given for some examples in this section, when it is not necessary to 
understand the content of the sentences for making our point; simply checking the tags and the 
parse structure of the NPs is sufficient to verify our claims. 
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This error was due to the fact that the existing CNP3 parser did not take 
semantics into consideration. This kind of problem could be reduced by 
imposing semantic constraints during parsing (see details in Section 7.3.3). In 
this example, the problem could be solved if we had semantic information 
specifying that “經濟#订径體制#118 改革#打8，，('economic system revolution,� 
and “科技#打8 | t # J # n g 改革#11运” {'technology system revolution") were 
nominal compound NPs of the same category (as they have the same modified 
nominal head nouns “體制#118 改革#118”). Therefore, the conjunction ‘‘和 
#cpw，，('and,) should firstjoin these two compound NPs together and thenjoin 
"^# rnp 國#打8，，('my country') to form an intemal NP (see 5-13). 
Category III: Ambiguous/Indeterminable Structures 
Some ambiguous and indeterminable NP structures were encountered in the 
course ofthis work. 0^3146"匕6爾‘‘上肢#明和#。卩〜下肢#ng部份如呂，’ 
("a part of upper and lower limbs,,�, two possible parsed structures (5-14 and 5-
15) could be formed. 
(5-14) ng cpw ng ng (5-15) ng cpw ng ng 
‘ ^ " “ ^ , ~ ^ ~ ‘ ^ 
Conjunctive NP NP NP NP 
‘ " " " ^ I " “ ^ ‘ ‘ ~ ^ ~ , “ ^ ‘ 
NP Conjunctive NP 
Unlike category II, we could not determine which structure was correct even if 
sufficient semantic information were available. We could have decided only if 
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we had been given the intention of the author. This is a classical problem in 
NLP and remains unresolved at present. 
The solution in CNP3 would be to produce both parse trees, i.e. 5-14 and 5-15, 
and left the user to select the intended one. 
Category IV: Wrongly Detected Internal NPs 
CNP3 produces wrong results when there is a conjunctive NP which connects a 
de NP and a NP. A typical linear structure which is wrongly parsed is like this 
“ AP usde NP cpw NP". The parsed result generated by the system would be 
[De.^  AP usde [conj-np NP cpw NP]]. This seems correct at the first glance. 
However, after undergoing semantic checking, we know that the correct 
structure should be [��—�[De-叩 AP usde NP] cpw NP]. The following example 
gives a concise illustration of this problem: 
Consider the phrase “高度的創造性和幹勁，”5 (“以 high degree of creativity 
and enthusiasm,,�, “高度的’，（“a high degree o f ) only modifies “創造性’， 
{^'creativity') but not ‘‘幹勁’，(^ ‘enthusiasm,,�due to different usage of adjectives. 
We should say “高度的創造性和沖天的幹勁”（“ a high degree of 
creativity and soaring enthusiasm,,�. 
1
5 顶丨 8 6乂3瓜口16丨8 1 & 让 6 打 & 0 爪 “ 漢 英 語 法 手 册 ” 5 7 吳 潔 敏 [ 4 5 ] . 
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The extracted pattem from the phrase “ 高 度 的 創 造 性 和 幹 勁 ” is “a usde 
ng cpw ng,, and the parsed result should be 5-16 instead of 5-17. 




To solve this problem, (rules of) usage of some modifiers could be incorporated 
into the system so that it could have clues to determine the boundaries of the 
internal NPs. 
Category V: Unmatched NPs 
CNP3 failed to completely parse some phrases if it could not find an appropriate 
rule to join all the intermediate internal phrases. Consider the NP in the text 
“ [國家# 0 8 WS#ng關於#口加快#¥8¥ * # c p w深化# ¥ 8 ¥ 科技#0呂 
情報#明改革#明 6^#usde 意見#0吕] ’，The parser could identify all the 
internal phrases: NPs, Conjunctive Verb Phrase (VP) and Prepositional Phrase 
(see 5-18), except the Relative Clause. This was due to the fact that the parser 
lacked a mle for relative clauses like the one in 5-19. 
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(5-18) ng ng p vgv cpw vgv ng ng ng usde ng 
L ^ I _ _ _ , _ _ I I ^_^^ ,^ •^ ‘ 
NP Conjunctive VP (Conj-vp) NP NP 
Prepositional Phrase (PP) 
, I 
I 
Relative Clause (Rel-cls) 
1 , 
De-np 
(5-19) De-np — Rel-cls usde NP〕，where 
* Rel-cls — NPi PP 
NPi — ng^\ 
PP^j7Conj-vpNP1. 
Conj-vp ^ vgv cpw vgv; 
NP2 ~> vg ng 
5-19 shows the rules required in order to parse the given NP successfully. 
Since the rule “Rel-cls — NPj PP" (marked with an asterisk “*，，in 5-19) did not 
exist in the rule base, therefore the parsing terminated and failed to produce a 
parsed structure. 
To solve this problem, we could simply add the required rule to the rule base. 
However, consistency among the rules must be checked to avoid conflict. 
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Category VI: Uncovered Tag Classes in Rules 
Since the current rule set did not cover all categories of tag classes in the 
existing tag set, there were cases that unrecognized tags occurred in the present 
system. For instance, the system failed to parse the NP “全球#打8 2#uszh 冠 
#ng，，because the tag “uszhT (i.e. tag for the character “之”)was not included in 
any rule in the rule base. 
One way to get around this problem would be to enrich the rules to include 
these uncovered tags. 
Among these six categories of NPs, Categories I, II, III and IV introduce errors and 
reduce recall rate during parsing, while Categories V and VI only affect the recall 
rate. In summary, Categories I and III were found to be the most problematic. 
Problems encountered in other categories can be possibly solved by enriching the 
rule base and/or incorporating semantic information during parsing. 
5.8 SUMMARY 
Four experiments were performed for evaluating the effectiveness of the linguistics-
based, corpus-based and the proposed hybrid approaches. The linguistics-based 
approach was found to offer high recall but low precision, whereas the corpus-based 
approach yielded low recall but high precision. It has been shown that tests on de 
NPs and general NPs offered high recall and reasonable precision (ca. 90% and 75%, 
respectively, in de NP test; ca. 73% and 90%, respectively, in general NP test). 
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Hence we can conclude that the hybrid approach is rather effective. Having 
analysed the test corpus and the extracted NPs, it was found that errors were due to 
six problematic categories o fNP structures. They are: nominal compound NPs; the 
NPs with internal nominal structures; the NPs with ambiguous structures; 
conjunctive de NPs; the NPs with internal structures that cannot be matched by any 
rules; and the NPs with uncovered tag classes. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Reliability Evaluation of the 
Hybrid Approach 
6.1 OVERVIEW 
Experiments described in the previous chapter were designed to show the 
effectiveness of the hybrid approach for general NP parsing. In this chapter, the 
convergence, comprehensiveness and context-dependence of rule sets produced from 
the hybrid knowledge acquisition approach are evaluated. To test for the 
convergence and comprehensiveness of the hybrid approach, convergence tests have 
been carried out. For testing context-dependence, cross evaluation among 
documents in the test corpus was performed. The results are presented and an 
analysis of the results is given. 
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6.2 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the convergence and cross evaluation tests is to evaluate the 
reliability of the hybrid approach. Reliability is measured in terms of three metrics: 
convergence, comprehensiveness and context-dependence. Convergence is a 
measurement of the stability of the performance of a rule set beyond the saturation 
pointi6, independent of the knowledge base (KB) size. Comprehensiveness is to 
measure whether a mle set is able to attain reasonable recall and precision when it is 
applied to random running texts. Context-dependence measures whether the 
performance of a mle set is dependent on the domain or context of the linguistic data. 
Convergence tests are used for testing the stability of the performance and the 
comprehensiveness of the rule sets produced using the hybrid approach. They can 
also help to determine the saturation point of a mle set. 
Cross evaluation tests are used for testing the context-dependence of the rule sets 
obtained through the hybrid approach. 
16 A saturation point is a point beyond where the recall and precision remain unaffected by further 
increasing the number of rules in the knowledge base. 
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6.3 THE TRAINING AND TEST CORPORA 
The training and test corpora for convergence and cross evaluation tests consist of 
twenty documents. Same as those corpora used for the experiments described in 
Chapter 5, subject of the corpora is entirely editorials in Ren-min Ri-bao of China 
(中國人民曰報).Texts were again pre-processed, i.e. with words segmented, 
tagged and the boundaries of all NPs manually marked (see Section 5.3). 
Table 6.1 shows the details of the test documents for the convergence and cross-
evaluation tests. In the convergence tests, the first ten documents (i.e. D01 to D10) 
in Table 6.1 were used for training and for close tests; the other ten (i.e. D11 to D20) 
were for open tests. For cross evaluation tests, the twenty documents were 
randomly divided into four groups. In each cross evaluation test run, two groups 
were used for training. The obtained rule set was then applied to the remaining two 
groups for general NP parsing. 
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Table 6.1 Details of the Documents in the Corpora 
Document Word Count No. of NPs No. of de NPs No. of Rules 
D01 813 106 24 39 
D02 819 102 23 40 
D03 803 99 36 40 
D04 857 139 30 43 
D05 793 109 30 47 
D06 802 85 19 51 
D07 772 74 14 33 
D08 783 84 27 37 
D09 745 108 22 44 
^ 848 130 15 2 9 
D l l 682 130 19 40 
D12 646 101 27 53 
D H 676 116 26 37 
D H 644 107 38 55 
m 5 577 84 20 40 
m 6 643 111 18 38 
D17 602 116 27 43 
D18 686 157 22 29 
D19 577 63 25 48 
D20 707 140 22 34 
Total 14,476 2,161 484 820 
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6.4 THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
The mle set for the tests was generated by merging the generalized rules obtained 
from the training documents with the linguistics grammar rules (see Appendix B). 
Before the training process, the mle base of the system contained only the linguistic 
grammar rules. For each training, generalized mles acquired from one training 
document were merged with the existing mle set in the KB. It should be noted that 
although there was a total number of 820 generalized rules obtained from individual 
documents (refer to Table 6.1), the resultant mle set after training, however, had a 
much smaller size. The reason was that some of the mles generalized from these 
ten training documents were repeated. According to the merging techniques 
mentioned in Chapter 4, similar rules were reduced and duplicates were eliminated 
during merging of the mle sets, thus the size of the resultant rule set was smaller. 
Taking as an example the first ten training documents in Table 6.1, namely D01 -
D10, the sum of the generalized rules for these documents should be 403. However, 
when the generalized mles in a training document were merged with the existing rule 
set, the duplicates were eliminated. The final rule set!? after 10 training runs 
contained only 196 rules (see Table 6.2). 
Among the 196 rules, there were 23 de NP rules (DeNP), 16 general NP mles (GNP), 
23 other NP rulesi8 (MNP), such as conjunctive NP mles and compound NP mles, 
17 The resultant rule set is included in Appendix C. 
18 For example, conjunctive NPs and compound NPs are of this kind. 
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and 88 non-NP mles, such as adjective phrases, prepositional phrases and relative 
clauses. 
Table 6.2 Rules Extracted from the Training Documents 
Document Total No. of Total No. Total No. Total No. Total No. Total No. 
Added delS^s ofRules ofDeNP ofGNP ofMNP ofNon-NP 
D01 24 47 11 13 7 31 
D02 47 75 13 24 9 29 
D03 83 96 14 32 13 37 
D04 113 113 14 37 13 49 
D05 143 134 15 47 14 58 
D06 192 161 19 57 15 70 
D07 176 168 21 58 17 72 
D08 203 176 22 58 17 79 
D09 225 186 22 58 21 85 
D10 240 196 23 62 23 88 
6.5 CONVERGENCE SEQUENCE TESTS 
Convergence tests were carried out to evaluate the convergence and 
comprehensiveness of the rule set obtained through the hybrid approach. A mle set 
is said to be convergent if it enables the recall and precision to approach a certain 
value at a specific number of mles, i.e. the saturation point, used for parsing. A rule 
set is said to be stable and comprehensive if it offered consistent - i.e. the recall and 
precision do not fluctuate significantly or remain constant beyond the saturation 
point - as well as reasonable recall and precision when applied to arbitrarily selected 
running texts. 
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In order to evaluate the convergence and comprehensiveness of the hybrid approach, 
the first step was to determine whether a rule set obtained from the hybrid approach 
provided consistent recall and precision; and, if it did so, the second step was to 
determine whether the consistent recall and precision are reasonable. Meanwhile, 
the saturation point, i.e. the size of the mle set for convergence, was also determined. 
Stability was measured with close tests on the training corpus itself and then open 
tests with random free texts; while comprehensiveness was measured with open tests 
with the random free texts. 
6.5.1 Results of Close Convergence Tests 
Recall and precision of each test run was dynamically calculated whenever a new set 
of generalized rules had been incorporated into the current mle base. The test 
corpus was exactly the one that included the training documents from which 
generalized rules were extracted. 
Figure 6.1 shows the curve for the recall and precision against the number of 
generalized rules applied to the training corpus itself. 
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Figure 6.1 Results of Close Convergence Test 
It can be noted that recall increases steadily for the first four trainings. The curve 
then bends off during the fifth test run at a recall of about 80%. At the same time, 
the precision converges to 91%. Results are promising and there is no significant 
change, with less than 1%, in both the recall and precision for the last five trainings. 
This close convergence test only showed that the knowledge acquired with the hybrid 
approach was stable with this particular sequence D01 to D10. We need to test if 
the performance is affected by the sequence of the training documents. Thus other 
sequences should also be tried. If we could get similar results with different 
sequences, consistent performance of the rule set would be ensured. 
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The training documents were shuffled and the close convergence tests were re-run 
twice. The two other sequences of training documents are shown in Table 6.3. 
Table 6,3 Different Sequences of Training Documents for Convergence Tests 
Training SEQ1 ~ ~ SEQ2 SEQ3 
TR01 D01 D01 D05 
TR02 D02 D10 D03 
TR03 D03 D02 D10 
TR04 D04 D09 D08 
TR05 D05 D03 D06 
TR06 D06 D08 D02 
TR07 D07 D04 D09 
TR08 D08 D07 D01 
TR09 D09 D05 D04 
TR10 D10 D06 D07 
Referring to Table 6.3, SEQ1, SEQ2 and SEQ3 are the three different sequences of 
training documents used for running the three convergence sequence tests. The 
results of SEQ2 and SEQ3 close convergence tests are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, 
respectively. 
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Figure 6.2 Results of Close Convergence Sequence Test Two (SEQ2) 
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Figure 6.3 Results of Close Convergence Sequence Test Three (SEQ3) 
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From Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, it is observed that recall and precision converged to 
81.95% and 91.49%, respectively. Three curves levelled off when the size of the 
rule set came to the range o f l30 to 160 rules. 
6.5.2 Results of Open Convergence Tests 
Recall and precision of each test run were again dynamically calculated whenever a 
new set of generalized rules had been incorporated into the current rule base. 
However, in the open tests, the test corpus did not consist of any training documents 
from which generalized rules were extracted. Test documents were randomly 
selected. Figure 6.4 shows the results of the first open convergence test (with SEQ1 
in Table 6.3) on ten documents (i.e. D11 to D20) shown in Table 6.1. It is observed 
that the recall converges to approximately 73% and the precision to 90%. 
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Figure 6.4 Results of Open Convergence Test One (SEQ1) 
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Two other sequences (SEQ2 and SEQ3 in Table 6.3) were also tried and similar curves 
were obtained. The results are shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. 
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Figure 6.5 Results of Open Convergence Test Two (SEQ2) 
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Figure 6.6 Results of Open Convergence Test Three (SEQ3) 
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6.5.3 Conclusions with Convergence Tests 
From the three close tests and the three open tests, we can see that the recall and 
precision converged to a certain value, and consistent results were maintained. 
Based on these facts, one can conclude that in this set of test data, the mle set became 
stable when the KB size was within the range of 130 - 160 rules. Further, 
reasonably high recall and precision were obtained in the convergence tests 
(approximately 82% and 91%, respectively, for close tests; and 73% and 90%, 
respectively, for open tests). This shows that the hybrid approach provides an 
effective way to acquire stable and comprehensive rule sets. 
6.6 CROSS EVALUATION TESTS 
Cross evaluation tests are for testing the context dependence of the rule set on the 
text data. The parent corpus (the 20 documents in Table 6.1) were divided into 4 
groups (denoted as A, B, C and D), with each group consisted of five documents. 
Documents in each group were randomly selected from the parent corpus. Table 
6.4 shows the distribution of documents in each group. 
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Table 6.4 Groupings for Cross Evaluation Tests 
Group A Group B Group C Group D 
D02 D03 D05 D01 
D04 D07 D06 Dl l 
D12 D14 D08 D17 
D13 D15 D09 D18 
D16 D20 D10 D19 
No.ofdeNPs 124 130 113 117 
Each run of cross evaluation tests took two groups, i.e. 10 documents, as the training 
set, and the remaining two groups, i.e. another 10 documents, as the open test set. 
By exhausting all possible combinations generated from selecting two groups out of 
four, six training/test sets were obtained (by simple calculation 4!/(2!2!) = 6). 
Choosing more divisions than four would generate too many combinations that is 
impractical, if not impossible, to exhaustively conduct tests for all combinations. 
For example, a division of 8 groups will generate 8!/(4!4!) = 70 combinations. On 
the other hand, if two groups had used, only two test cases would be generated. The 
results obtained were unlikely to be representative. Hence four groups, instead of 
other choices of division, were used because of a practical reason. 
The six combinations are denoted as AB, AC, AD, BC, DB and CD. Table 6.5 
shows the details of the six cross evaluation tests. 
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Table 6.5 Cross-reference of the Cross Evaluation Tests 
Training 
Document XI (AB) X2 (AC) X3 (AD) X4 (BC) X5 (BD) X6 (CD) 
D01 X X X 
D02 X X X 
D03 X X X 
D04 X X X 
D05 X X X 
D06 X X X 
D07 X X X 
DOB X X X 
D09 X X X 
D10 X X X 
Dl l X X X 
D12 X X X 
D13 X X X 
D14 X X X 
D15 X X X 
D16 X X X 
D17 X X X 
D18 X X X 
D19 X X X 
D20 X X X 
No. ofRules 207 218 221 208 217 222 
Table 6.6 shows the total number of rules, number of de NPs (DeNP), number of 
general NPs (GNP), number of other NPs (MNP) and number of non-NP rules, 
obtained in different training sets. 
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Table 6,6 Rules in the Six Training Sets 
Training No. of No. of No. of No. of No. ofNon-
Set Rules DeNP GNP MNP NP Rules 
~ " A B m ~ 20 59 25 103 
AC 218 23 72 27 96 
" " "AD""" 221 26 63 34 98 
BC 208 20 66 18 104 
~~~BD~~~ 217 26 62 22 107 
CD 222 25 70 27 100 
6.6.1 Results 
Figures 6.7 to 6.12 show the recall and precision of the evaluation sets applied to the 
test sets. 
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Figure 6.7 Result of Cross Evaluation Test 1 (XI) 
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Figure 6.8 Results of Cross Evaluation Test 2 (X2) 
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Figure 6.9 Results ofCross Evaluation Test 3 (X3) 
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Figure 6.10 Results of Cross Evaluation Test 4 (X4) 
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Figure 6.11 Results of Cross Evaluation Test 5 (X5) 
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Figure 6.12 Results of Cross Evaluation Test 6 (X6) 
6.6.2 Conclusions with Cross Evaluation Tests 
A summary of the cross evaluation test results is tabulated in Table 6.7. 
Table 6.7 Summary of Cross Evaluation Tests 
Training No. of No. of Test No. of Recall Precision 
Test Set NPs Rules Set NPs (in %) (in %) 
XI AB~~ 1073 207 CD 1088 77.39 90.44 
X2 AC 1085 218 BD 1076 77.70 90.48 
X3 ^ 5 ~ ~ 1141 221 BC 1020 76.86 89.91 
X4 BC~~ 1020 208 AD 1141 78.00 91.75 
X5 BD~— 1076 217 AC 1085 76.87 90.95 
X6 CD 1088 222 AB 1073 80.99 91.47 
Average 77.97 90.83 
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From the table, we can see that the recall rate ranges from 76.86% to 80.99%, with 
an average of77.97% and precision ranges from 80.91% to 91.75%, with an average 
of 90.83%. The consistent results of the cross evaluation tests show that the rule set 
obtained with the hybrid approach is context-independent - i.e. the order and content 
of the training texts does not affect the integrity of the rule set. 
6.7 SUMMARY 
Reliability, in terms of convergence, comprehensiveness and context-dependence, of 
the hybrid knowledge acquisition approach was evaluated. Convergence tests 
showed that the mle sets generated using the hybrid approach were convergent and 
comprehensive. Average recall and precision were found to be approximately 73% 
and 90%, respectively. The saturation point of the mle sets lay within the range of 
130- 160mles. 
In the cross evaluation test, the average recall rate was 77.97% and the average 
precision was of 90.83%. The consistent results of the cross evaluation tests 
showed context-independence of the mle sets obtained with the hybrid approach - i.e. 
the order and content of the training texts have no effect on the integrity of the mle 
set. 
As described in Chapter 2, previous works in NP processing with either the 
linguistic-based or the corpus-based approach give rise to either high recall or 
precision, respectively. Other NP parsers with good performance are only able to 
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work on simple NPs or just on a particular kind of NPs, but not to process more 
general and complicated NPs with embedded relative clauses and prepositional 
phrases [5, 7, 9, 29, 36, 39, 43]. Li et. al [23] proposed two corpus-based methods 
in NP detection, but the recall was rather low in both cases. Comparatively, CNP3 
is more effective as it deals with all kinds ofNPs and has been shown to provide both 
high recall as well as precision in NP parsing, better than any of the previous works 




Discussion and Conclusions 
7.1 OVERVIEW 
This chapter serves not only as a review on this research work, but also an 
introduction to some possible extensions of the hybrid approach. Several 
difficulties encountered during the course of the work are described. Respective 
solutions or means to lessen the problems are then discussed. These are followed 
by an overview of the possible extensions to this research work. 
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7.2 DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED 
There are some difficulties encountered in the course of this research which affected 
the progress of the work. First of all, a lack of standard in Chinese grammar and 
part-of-speech (POS) categorization caused difficulties in designing syntactic rules, 
as well as in generalizing grammatical patterns. Another difficulty is attributed to 
under- and over-specification of POS tag classes in the tag set adopted from the 
Beijing University [41]. Some POS classes are so over-general that they categorize 
the POS of certain words under the same tag class but in fact the words are used with 
different syntax. Some others are over-specific. This causes unnecessary 
computation. Finally, numerous variations of nominal compound NPs structures 
make this work even harder. Nominal compound NPs are one of the most 
problematic structures in Chinese information processing. 
7.2.1 Lack of Standard in Part-of-speech Categorization in Chinese Language 
Syntactic ambiguities in Chinese arise mainly because many words are allowed some 
possible POSs in different context in which the words have different functions [6，14]. 
Even worse, there is at present no commonly agreed standard in the categorization of 
POS for these words. 
The ambiguity of Chinese grammar and POS categorization can be shown with an 
example of a NP “豐富研究成果”（“a fruitful research resulf'). By just 
considering the POS characteristic of each word, we get its pattem, as in 7-1: 
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(7-1)豐富研究成果 (^afruitfulresearchresulf) 
ADJ V N 
ADJ is the POS for adjectives; V for verbs; and N for nouns. The structure seems 
ungrammatical. The reason is that many westem languages, such as English allow 
neither verbs to be modifiers (in this case, the verb “研究，，^research'') in 7-1 acts as 
a modifier to the noun ‘‘成果’’ (yesuhs,,)), nor adjectives modifying verbsi9 (in this 
case, the adjective ‘‘豐富” Cfiuitful”�in 7-1 is a modifier to the verb ‘‘研究，，). 
However, as explained in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.2), Chinese language is very 
dissimilar to English. We may need some other syntactic rules particularly for 
Chinese. Unfortunately, at present a set of rigorous rules that can formally specify 
which POS a word should be categorized according to the context is still missing. 
The only de facto standard, a common agreement among Chinese language linguists 
is that verbs can serve as modifiers to nouns (or NPs) [13, 33, 43, 44, 46, 49]. 
Hence, by applying this, we consider the V-N construction grammatical proper. 
The next task is to determine whether the POS of “豐富”�“fiui t ful , ,� in the phrase 
“豐富研究成果” should be an adjective. At first glance, “豐富，’ should be 
categorized as an adverb because it is modifying a verb “研究”.However, by 
carefully examining the phrase, we can see that “豐富” actually modifies the whole 
19 Grammatically, verbs can only be modified by adverbs but not by adjectives. Adjectives are for 
modifying nouns or NPs only. 
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compound NP “研究成果” (^‘rwcarch resulf). It is grammatical for an adjective 
to modify a NP. The parsed structure of 7-1 is therefore [^ p ADJ [cpd V N]]，where 
"Cpd" denotes a nominal compound NP. 
Some researchers, however, might stick to the grammar rule that verbs must only be 
modified by adverbs and therefore they treat “豐富” as an adverb, but not an 
adjective. Variations in POS categorization definitely affect the parsing algorithm 
and syntactic mles of a parsing system. 
As the POS tags in the input texts manipulated by CNP3 are annotated with the 
tagging tool devised by the Tsinghua University [48], the design of grammar rules 
and the parsing mechanism in CNP3 is heavily dependent on the POS categorization 
approach adopted by the Tsinghua tagger. Insufficiency of the tagger undoubtedly 
affects the performance of CNP3. For example, it does not differentiates general 
verbs and nominalized verbs and this causes problems in both syntactic and semantic 
parsing (see Section 5.3.2). 
7.2.2 Under and Over-specification of Tag Classes in Tag Set 
Some POS tags in the tag set devised by the Beijing University [41] are either under-
specifled or over-specified. Under-speciflcation causes problems in syntactic mle 
design, while over-specification introduces unnecessary computation in parsing. 
Much effort was spent in studying the deficiency of the tag set and the design of 
more complete tag set. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 5, the under-specified tag "m" (nominal pronouns 體詞‘性 
代詞) i s refined to more precise sub-classes, namely, “rnp,, for general personal 
pronouns, “rmT for demonstrative pronouns “這” (“•„、, “那” Ohaf,) and “哪” 
Cwhich''); “mq” for quantifiers like ‘‘每’，（“ewr/,) and “全部’，（““//，，). 
On the other hand, the tags for proper nouns (“np”) seem to be over-refined. There 
are three sub-classes for proper nouns: “npf, for first names; “npu” for names of 
organizations or companies; and “npr,, for other proper nouns not included in the first 
two kinds. Differentiation of these three kinds of proper nouns does not help in 
neither syntactic nor semantic analysis, because they are treated in the same way in 
the whole parsing process. As a result, CNP3 replaces all sub-classes with “np” 
before syntactic analysis. 
7.2.3 Difficulty in Nominal Compound NP Analysis 
Nominal compound NPs are one kind of the most problematic structures, due to their 
numerous combination of formation (see Section 5.7.3). It was impossible to find a 
set of general syntactic mles to deal with this kind of compound nouns. The current 
solution for this problem is that the system treats all the nominal compound NPs as 
separate grammatical units, without further exploring their internal structure. To 
completely eliminate this problem, semantics of individual components of a 
compound NP must be considered. Section 7.4.5 gives a description on this 
research topic. 
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7.3 CONCLUSIONS 
This research work proposes a hybrid approach for Chinese NP parsing. It 
combines the advantages of two common parsing approaches, namely the linguistics-
and the corpus-based approaches. Based on this proposed hybrid approach, the 
Chinese Noun Phrase Partial Parser (CNP3) was designed. This work is unique in 
such a way that the knowledge acquisition mechanism behind CNP3 simulates 
human cognition. Initially, CNP3 is educated with theoretic linguistic knowledge. 
This resembles the process in which a child leams his language from grammar books. 
At a later stage, CNP3 acquires further language knowledge by training through 
examples. This is similar to the child acquiring his language knowledge by reading 
novels and story books. In order to produce a more concise and comprehensive mle 
base, a few techniques for generalizing the grammar patterns were introduced. This 
work is also characterized by the way general NP knowledge is elicited. General 
NP knowledge is elicited from the most frequently occurred NPs - de NPs (“白勺，，字 
名詞‘性短語). The nominal head of a de NP, and sometimes its prenominal 
modifier, itself is a NP. By extracting and generalizing the embedded NPs from de 
NPs, a set of general NP rules can be obtained. 
Experiments showed that the proposed hybrid approach for general NP knowledge 
acquisition is effective. The overall recall and precision in an open test with a 
corpus of 30 articles, which in the sum of 28,000 words and 4,481 noun phrases, 
were as high as 73% and 90%, respectively. These values are much better than the 
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same obtained from its linguistics- and corpus-based counterparts individually. 
Previous works showed that the linguistic-based or the corpus-based approach 
generally offer either high recall or precision, respectively. Existing NP parsers 
with good performance only deal with NPs with no embedded relative clauses and 
prepositional phrases. In contrast, CNP3 deals with all kinds of NPs and has been 
shown to provide both high recall as well as precision. It produces better results 
than other previous works when both parameters are considered. 
The system occasionally failed to completely parse some phrases because it cannot 
find the appropriate mles to join all the intermediate internal phrases to form a parse 
1 
tree. It was also due to the fact that the existing mle set in the system do not cover 
all categories of tag classes in the tag set (see Section 5.7.3). More mles are needed 
to enrich the rule base to cover more phrases and the omitted syntactic categories. 
The reliability of the hybrid approach was evaluated through a series of convergence 
and cross evaluation tests. Tests results showed that the integrity of the mle set was 
not affected by the training text sequence and therefore, the knowledge acquisition 
mechanism behind CNP3 was context-independent. 
This work provides much insight into some possible extensions, including 
enrichment of the knowledge base, full automation of patterns generalization, 
incorporation of semantic constraints during syntactic analysis and computational 
structural analysis of nominal compound NPs. These researches are the basis to 
lead to effective Chinese natural language parsing. 
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Although the hybrid approach has shown to be context- and domain-independent, it 
has limitations under certain circumstances: 
(1) As NP knowledge is elicited from de NPs, the quality and amount of the 
acquired knowledge is greatly affected by the writing style and by the 
occurrences of de NPs in the training texts. Incidentally, if the system is 
trained with some texts in which only a few de NPs are used, the elicited 
knowledge is expected not to be sufficiently comprehensive. Articles with 
different writing styles also generate different NP knowledge even they 
convey the same semantic information. This types of data distribution 
problem is common to all corpus-based trained systems. 
(2) NPs in the test corpus were marked manually to facilitate NP extraction. 
The detection of NP is not handled by the system at this stage. Thus the 
system would have difficulty to process texts with no indication of NP 
boundaries. 
(3) The system treats nominal compound NPs as grammatical units without 
exploring their internal structure. Complete analysis of these compounds is 
left for further research. 
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7.4 FUTUREWORK 
7.4.1 Full Automation ofNP Pattern Generalization 
At present the automation of generalization of NP patterns by CNP3 is limited. It 
can only deal with some POS which has distinct properties, e.g., the suffix " t1" 
(tagged as ‘‘k”)，optionally attached to a personal pronoun or a noun. We can then 
have the patterns "^g" and “ ng A:" extracted respectively from the two phrases “ 同 
學” ("a classmate,,�and ‘‘ 同學們” (^'classmates,,�. Automatic merging of these two 
patterns by a system to produce a single rule "NP ~> ng {ky\ where k is optional, is 
already made possible. Generalization of more complex patterns can be explored. 
7.4.2 Incorporation of Semantic Constraints 
As discussed in Section 7.2, standardization of Chinese grammar rules and POS 
categorization would help in syntactic parsing. However, to fully understand a 
piece of text, context and meaning of words have to be considered. Semantic 
information can be incorporated to the syntactic rules by imposing semantic 
constraints of words. 
Semantic constraints are useful and necessary in recognizing intemal NP structures. 
Taking the example used in Section 5.7.3, the NP "... ^ # m p 國#打8 M^-#ng 體制 
# n g 改革 #明 * # c p w 科技如呂體制如各改革如呂的如 3 4 6 推動 #明 . . . " ( “… a 
heavy promotion and development of our national economic system reform..'') can 
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be accurately segmented into sub-NPs，if we have semantic information specifying 
1 & 3 1“經濟 # 1 1邑體制 #打 8改革 # 1 1 8’’（‘沈 6 > " 0所 /〔 > ? _ ^对 6奶厂 6卯 / " " ( ? «，） 3打 4“科技 #打 §體 
•J#ng 改革#11径,,{'technology system revolution') are compound nouns of the same 
category, as they have the same head NP “體制#08 改革#118”. Therefore, the 
conjunction ‘‘和#0卩\¥” Qand') should first join these two compound nouns together 
and thenjoin " ^ # m p 國#打8，，{'my country') so that the parsed structure is like: 
[De-np [NP [NP _ — 國 # 1 1 幻 [ c _ n p [ c p d 經 濟 如 8 體 制 如 8 改 革 # 0 8 ] 和 # 啊 
[ C p d 科技 #明體制 #明改革如 8 ] ] ] 的 # 1 1 3 4 6 推動 #昭 ] . 
Semantics about the usage of some POS, e.g. adjectives, also provide important clues 
to determine the boundaries of the internal NPs. For instance, the adjective “高度” 
(“high degree”) in the phrase ‘‘高度的創造性和幹勁”（“^？ high degree of 
creativity and enthusiasm,,�, only modifies ‘‘創造性” (“creativity”) but not ‘‘幹勁，， 
("enthusiasm'') due to different usage of adjectives. We should say “高度的創造性 
和沖天的幹勁’，Cci high degree of creativity and soaring enthusiasm,,�if an 
adjective is required for “幹勁”. 
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7.4.3 Computational Structural Analysis of Nominal Compound NPs 
Computational structural analysis of nominal compound NPs (CpdNPs) is a 
challenging research subject. Their versatile forms make them hard to be 
represented just by grammar rules. Lexical meaning is important in determining the 
structures of CdpNPs. For example, in the nominal compound NP “城市^^)清潔 
(V)公司(^)’，{;'City Cleaning Company,�, ‘‘清潔’，(“cleaning,,�is a modifier to the 
noun ‘‘公司”（‘‘co—a"/,)，and ‘‘城市”（“C/zy’，）is modifying the whole sub-
compound ‘‘清潔公司” (“cleaning company”). Whereas in the phrase ‘‘家居^ )^ 
清潔00 &30S[)’，，{"Household Cleaning Company,�“清潔，，modifies ‘‘公司’，and 
“家居’’ Chousehold') modifies “清潔’，only but not “公司”.7-2 and 7-3 show 
semantic relationships between the words in the CpdNPs. 
(7-2)城市 清潔 公司 （7-3) 家居 清潔 公司 
N V N N V N 
V _ b ^ ^ ^ 
From the above analysis, we can see that semantic analysis is a vital complementary 
step to syntactic analysis in parsing. Without semantic information, it is difficult to 
make parsing complete, no matter how robust and effective a syntactic analysis 
algorithm is employed. Hence these future works are significant research areas 
towards the ultimate goal of full-fledged NP parsing. 
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Appendix A 
The Extended Tag Set 
1. «^\[0皿名詞） 
1.1 w/(Sumame姓氏） 
12 np (Proper noun 專有名詞） 
1.2.1 npf (Personal name 人名) 
1 2 2 npu (Organization name 機構和組織名） 
1.2.3 npr (Other proper nouns) 
1.3 ng (Common noun 普通名詞） 
1.4 nvg (^ominalized verb 動名詞） 
2. <(丁丨@6〜0^時間詞） 
3. 5 (Place word A^Jfi^) 








5.1.6 ”^ •^ (帶小句賓賓語） 
5.1.7 ”树(帶雙賓語） 
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5.5 ^^ (動詞“是”） 
5.6 v办（動詞“有”） 
5.7卯(“來”、“去”連謂動詞） 
6. « ( 3尚 6 0廿乂 6形容詞） 
7. 2(狀態詞） 
8.办（區別詞） 









10. q (measure word 量詞） 
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11.1 rn (nominal pronoun 體詞性代詞） 
11.1.1 rnp (general personal pronoun 人稱代詞） 
11.1.2 rnd (demonstrative pronoun 指示代詞） 
11.1.3 rnq (universal quantifier “每”） 
11.1.4 rna (quantifier “全部”） 
11.2 〃)9(謂詞性代詞） 
11.3 ^/(副詞性代詞） 
12. Preposition 介詞 
12.1 ^^(一般介詞） 




14. c (conjuntive 連詞） 
1 4 . 1主從連詞 
14.1.1 (/(主從連詞前段，“因爲”，“雖然”…） 
14.1.2 cb (主從連詞後段，“所以”，“但是”…） 
14.1.2.1 (办 0 (連接分句 ,詞語） 
14.1.2.2。^5(連接句子） 
14.2 cp (并連連詞，“和”，“與”,“並且”…） 
14.2.1 Ci!7HK連接詞語） 
14.2.2 £^ /70(連接分句） 
14.2.3 0^ !?«5(連接句子） 
15. «(?3^化16助詞） 
15.1 m (Structural particle 結構助詞） 
15.1.1 usde(^“的’’) 
15.1.2 uszhC^ , , ) 
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15.2 ut (Aspect particle 動態助詞） 
15.2.1 M r f ( T ) 
15.2.2 «/2(“著”） 
15.2.3 «织(“過”） 





18. e (Inteijection 嘆詞） 
19. h (Prefix # , ^ ) 
19.1 /^州（數詞前缀） 
19.2 & « (名詞前缀） 
20. A:(Suffix后綴） 
21. /(1(110爪成語） 
22. j (Abbreviation 簡稱語如：‘‘四化”） 
23. / (Colloquial習用語1,如：“總而言之”） 
24. Others ^ i ^ 
24.1 ^^ 办（非漢字字符串，“％”,“$’’吣） 
24.2 Jcy7(Equation數學公式） 
24.3 jc (Punctuation 標點符號，“、”,“。”…） 
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Appendix B 
Linguistic Grammar Rules 
De Noun Phrases 
1. De-np — Rel-cls usde NP 
2. De-np — AP usde NP 
3. De-np ^ NP usde NP 
4. De-np — rnp {k) usde NP 
5. De-np — Num usde NP 
6. De-np — PP usde NP 
7. De-np — Time usde NP 
8. De-np — Num-mea usde NP 
9. De-np •> {rnd, rnq} Num-mea Cpd-n usde NP 
10. De-np — hm Num-mea usde NP 
11. De-np — Rep-mea usde NP 
12. De-np — Conj -p usde NP 
Noun Phrases 
1. NP — rnp Cpd-n 
2. NP ^ O^um-mea2) Cpd-n 
3. NP ^ O^um) Cpd-n 
4. NP — Conj-np 
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Relative Clauses 
1. Rel-cls ^ (^f) {vd) vg^ 
2. Rel-cls ~> ng^ {ct) {va) vg^ 
3. Rel-cls — ((/) {yd) vg^ ng^ 
Compound Nouns 
1. Cpd-n — {ct) (a) Qin) ng" {k) 
2. Cpd-n ^ {ct) {a) Attri 
Conjunctive Phrases 
1. Conj-p ^ Conj-np 
2. Conj-p — Conj-ap 
3. Conj -p ~> Conj -pron 
4. Conj-p — Conj-Cpd 
5. Conj-p — Conj-vp 
6. Conj-np — NP cpw NP 
7. Conj-ap — AP cpw AP 
8. Conj-pron — rnp (k) cpw rnp (k) 
9. Conj-vp — {va) vg cpw {va) vg 
Attributive Phrases 
1. Attri ^ (cf) {a") vg^ ng" � 
Prepositional Phrases 
1. PP^O^) N P / 
2. PP — ij?) NP 
Numeral Measure 
1. Num-mea — C^um) qn 
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Adjective Phrase 
1. AP ^ (^f) a^ 
Time Phrases 
1. Time — Num qnz 
2. Time — f 
Numbers 
1. Num — mx+ 
2. Num — Cardinal 
3. Num ^ Fraction 
4. Num ~> Cardinal mq 
5. Num — Cardinal 
6. Num ~> mm 
7. Num — mh 
8. Num — Decimal 
9. Cardinal — Q<lum mwY (mx) 
10. Fraction — Cardinal mf Cardinal 
11. Fraction — Cardinal m/Decimal 
12. Decimal — Cardinal "點”mo 
13. Decimal — Cardinal “點“mx+ 
14. Decimal — mo ”點” mx+ 
Repetitive Numeral Measure 
1 • Rep-mea — mx qn mx qn 
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Generalized Gra/w/war Rules 
L AP ^ {d) a 
2. AP — OS[um-mea) i 
3. A P ^ b 
4. AP ~> mm a 
5. AP ^ mm f 
6. AP — NP (d) a 
7. AP — NP (Time ng) d a 
8. A P — N u m / 
9. AP — Num-mea a 
10. AP -> Num-mea ng d mx 
11. AP -> rp {a) 
12. A P - > ^ a 
13. Conj -> AP cpw Cpd-n 
14. Conj-ap -> a cpw a 
15. Conj-ap -> ng a f a vga a \ ng a 
16. Conj-cpd -> Cpd-n cpw Cpd-n 
17. Conj-mea -> Num-mea \ Num-mea 
18. Conj-np -> (Cpd-n \ f (Cpd-n! \ f x NP� ng 
19. Conj-np -> (ng\f ng x nvg \ nvg^ 
20. Conj-np -> Cpd-n cpw Cpd-n� 
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21. Conj -np -> mx \ mx ng 
22. Conj-np -> ng cpw ng 
23. Conj-np -> NP \NPj cpw NP^ 
24. Conj-np -> NP cpw Conj-np^ 
25. Conj-np -> NP cpw NP 
26. Conj-np-> NPj\Cpd-n 
27. Conj-np->NPi\NP2 
28. Conj-np -> NP^ cpw Cpd-n 
29. Conj-np -> NP^ cpw NP^ 
30. Conj-pp -> PP \ PP 
31. Conj-rel -> (Rel-cls \)' Rel-cls 
32. Conj-rel -> Rel-cls cpw Rel-cls! 
3 3. Conj-vp -> vgv ng vg \ vgn ng 
34. Cpd-n -> ((/) vg ng 
3 5. Cpd-n -> (ng") vg" ng" 
36. Cpd-n -> b vg ng 
37. Cpd-n -> d vgn ng 
3 8 • Cpd-n -> s ng vgo ng 
39. Cpd-n -> 5 vg ng 
2 
40. Cpd-n -> vg ng 
41. Cpd-n -> vg nvg 
42. Cpd-n -> vgn ng 
43. Cpd-n ->vgvvgNP 
44. De-np -> AP usde Conj-np 
45. De-np -> AP usde Cpd-n 
46. De-np -> AP usde NP 
47. De-np -> Conj usde NP 
48. De-np -> Conj-ap usde Cpd-n 
49. De-np -> Conj-np usde NP 
50. De-np -> Conj-rel usde NP 
51. De-np -> Cpd-n usde NP 
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52. De-np -> NP usde Conj-cpd 
53. De-np -> NP usde Conj-np 
54. De-np -> NP usde Cpd-n 
55. De-np->NP usdel^V 
56. De-np -> NP usde NPi 
57. De-np -> NP usde NPs 
58. De-np -> PP usde Conj-np 
59. De-np -> PP usde NP 
60. De-np -> Pre-mod usde Conj-np 
61. De-np -> Pre-mod usde Cpd-n 
62. De-np -> Pre-mod usde NP 
63. De-np -> Rel-cls usde Conj-np 
64. De-np -> Rel-cls usde Cpd-n 
65. De-np -> Rel-cls usde NP 
66. De-np -> Time usde NP 
67. NP -> {a) ng+ 
68. NP -> (a) nvg 
69. NP -> (d) a nvg 
2 
70. NP -> {mx \) mx ng 
3 
71. NP -> (^g\) ngxng 
72. NP -> CNum) mg ng 
73. NP -> a {j) ni 
74. NP -> a {mx) ng 
75. NP -> a ng { f ) 
76. NP -> b ng+ 
77. NP -> Conj-mea 
78. NP -> Conj-npNP^ 
79. NP -> hm mx (qng) ng^ 
80. NP ->j (ng) 
81. NP -> j a ng 
82. NP -> mg qnk 
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2 2 
83. NP -> mw ng 
84. NP->m:+(a)"g+ 
85. NP -> nfnpf 
86. NP -> ng b a ng 
87. NP -> ng f (mm) ng 
88. NP -> ng mx ng 
89. NP -> ngnvg(ng) 
90. NP -> ng uszh mx 
2 
91. NP -> ng Num 
92. NP -> NPi+ 
93. NP -> NP^Conj-np 
94. NP->NP2+(Cpd-n) 
95. NP -> Num 
96. NP -> Num-mea (a) ng+ 
97. NP -> Num-mea GSfP) 
98. NP -> nvg (ng) 
99. NP -> ma ng 
100. NP -> rnd fNum-mea) ng" 
101. NP -> rnd qni ng 
102. NP -> rnd qnk d vgn ng 
103. NP -> rnd qvp ng 
104. NP -> rne ng 
105. NP -> rnkng 
106. NP -> rnp {k) 
107. NP -> rnp ng^ 
108. NP -> rnp Conj-np 
109. NP -> rnp k ng 
2 
110. NP -> rnp qvp a ng 
111. NP -> rnq (ng^) 
112. NP -> rnq ng" (a ng) 
113. NP -> rnq qng ng 
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114. NP -> rnq qni nvg 
115. NP -> rnq qnk nvg 
116. NP -> rnq qvp ng 
117. NP -> rp ng 
118. NP -> ^ Conj-np 
2 
119. NP -> ^ ngf ng 
120. NP -> s Num-mea ng a Num-mea� 
121. NP -> 5 nvg 
122. NP -> s\mx)ng^ 
123. N P - > / w 
124. NP -> Time Conj-np 
125. NP->TimeNPiCpd-ni 
126. NP->TimeNP2 0SfP3) 
2 
127. NP ->hm mx qni ng 
128. NPs -> nvg a 
129. Num -> mw mf mx mw 
130. Num -> mw mf mx mw mx 
131. Num-mea -> mx qvp 
132. Num-mea -> Num (mg) qni 
13 3 • Num-mea -> Num qn 
13 4. Num-mea -> Num qnm 
135. PP-> pzai N P i / vgn Conj-np 
136. PP -> {d) N P / 
137. PP -> (pwg)" 
138. PP -> ng pzai ng b ng 
139. ??->^?pzais 
140. PP -> p (npu) ng^ 
2 
141. Pre-mod -> (PP) rnp 
142. Pre-mod -> b s vgv ng vg cpw ng vg a vg 
2 
143. Pre-mod -> mm a ng vgs vgn p rnp ng 
144. Pre-mod -> ng Conj -pp 
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3 
145. Pre-mod -> ng a \ ng a \ ng a \ d va vgo 
146. Pre-mod -> NP^AP 
147. Pre-mod -> Num-mea Conj -ap 
2 
148. Pre-mod - > p ng vg cpw d vgn vg ng 
149. Pre-mod ->p NP Conj-np^ 
150. Pre-mod -> PP AP 
2 
151. Pre-mod -> rnp p t a vg f vgn b ng vg 
152. Pre-mod -> Time PP 
153. Rel-cls -> {d) vg" 
154. Rel-cls -> Conj-np d vg 
155. Rel-cls - � C p d - n d vgn mx qnm 
156. Rel-cls ->d{i^t)vg 
157. Rel-cls -> d va p ng vgo 
158. Rel-cls -> d vg s ygv NP^ 
159. Rel-cls -> d vgn ng vgo 
2 
160. Rel-cls -> d vy ng 
161. Rel-cls -> i vgn ng 
162. Rel-cls -> ng (d) vgo^ 
2 
163. Rel-cls _> ng {rnp vg) 
164. Rel-cls -> ng vgn (ng) 
165. Rel-cls -> ng^ vg 
166. Rel-cls -> N P J v g 
167. Rel-cls -> NPj Conj-vp 
168. Rel-cls -> NPj va vg 
169. Rel-cls -> NP ^  vgn ng a vg 
170. Rel-cls -> NP' Time vg 
171. Rel-cls -> Num-mea d vh ng 
172 • Rel-cls -> Num-mea vgn s 
173. Rel-cls -> p b ng vgo 
174. Rel-cls -> p NP vgn ng 
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175. Rel-cls -> PP vg 
176. Rel-cls -> PP vgn Conj-np 
177. Rel-cls -> PP vgn NP 
178. Rel-cls -> ma va vg 
179. Rel-cls -> rnp d vg N P / 
0：^；：;>;：：；：：|；|^| 
180. Rel-cls -> rnppzaif ng vgn ng 
181. Rel-cls _> rnp vg 
182. Rel-cls -> rnq qnk vgn rnp 
183. Rel-cls -> Time d vg vc 
184. Rel-cls -> Time NP2 NP3 vg 
2 
185. Rel-cls -> upb vg 
186. Rel-cls -> va vgo 
187. Rel-cls -> vg (pzai) NP 
188. Rel-cls -> vgf 
189. Rel-cls -> vg usdf vc 
190. Rel-cls -> vgn Cpd-n 
191. Rel-cls -> vgn NP 
192. Rel-cls -> vgo p mx a ng 
193. Rel-cls -> vgo s vgn ng vg ng 
194. Rel-cls -> vh ng 
195. Time -> mx ng f 
196. Time ->f{f) 
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